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ABSTRACT
Septimius Felton is a little-known work by the wellknown Nathaniel Hawthorne.

The book was the third of four

attempts Hawthorne made near the end of his life to construct
a full-fledged romance.

His first two attempts were titled

The Ancestral Footstep and Doctor Grimshaw'· s Secret.
final try was called The Dolliver Romance.
F~l-ton

'.i:'he

Thus, _?eptil!lius

has been conveniently junked with the other scraps

Hawthorne producf.:d in his last few years, but it has been unjustly criticized, I believe, for the little novel not only
shows the author's skill and talent but also offers the reader pleasurable reading.
Because I enjoyed the book so thoroughly myself, I
wondered why I had never even heard it mentioned before.
Researching the criticism answered the question, and Chapter
One of this paper reviews quickly the limited attention it
has received, the majority of which i.s negative.

Critics

seem to know of the work's existence; some few mention it,
but less than ten give it any real discussion.

More often

than not the four fragments are assessed as a unit, not in.dividual works, and little attempt is made to clarify how
the remarks may apply to any one of the four.

_
_,,___,_ has
Septimius

Generally,

been put aside, a Sleeping Beauty of the library

archives forest.

2

But unlike the majority of learned Critic-princes, I
felt Septimius Felton deserved to be awakened and presented
to the reading public.

Spurred on by the fascination it held

for me, I examined the book to see if I had been put enchanted
or if the book had a significance on its own right.

I dis-

covered three important things in my study and devoted a
chapter to a discussion of each.
First, the work was not a fanciful first draft, spun
from Hawthorne's wild imagination without any attention to
detail.

By comparing the notes which preceded the writing of

the novel with the printed text, one can see a concerted
effort on the author's part to narrow the scope of the novel
in place and time, to tighten the action by elimination of
unnecessary material, to invent interesting action, dialogues
and characters, in order to express what initially had been
but dull philosophic pondering.
Second, the novel itself has an
plot developed in 250-plus pages.

interesti~g,

followable

And while the plot alone

might keep a reader's interest, the plot presents a profound
theme--man's earthly struggle between.good and evil.
heighten the effectiveness of the plot and theme,
adds his own particular genius in two ways.

To

Ha~thorne

He wr.;i.tes many

exceptional passages, whose beauty cannot be ignored, and he
adds exciting emotional touches with wild elements that only
he could be credited with inventing.
Third, Hawthorne creates a group of characters that
live.

They are unique but believable, reminiscent of old

3

Hawthorne stereotypes, yet new and certainly interesting.
And these characters prove that Hawthorne still wielded skill
as an artist, for not only are the characters unique, but as
a group they also underscore the theme of the book.

For in

the struggle man has with evil, one character, Aunt Keziah,
represents the struggle itself while the other six represent
the two choices given each human being, and at the end of the
book, three characters represent the choice of good and three
the choice of evil.
Thus Septimius "Sleei:ing Beauty'' Felton, upon being
awakened, is found to have more than an enchanting exterior;
it has also depth of character.

And having depth, the book

needs to be read, deserves to be studied for further evidences of its strength and beauty.
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A LITERARY CURIOSITY: THE WORK AND ITS CRITICISM
To say that Septimius Felton is a forgotten book is
perhaps to use exaggerated understatement.

Copies of the

book itself are indeed rare; that Vernier-Radcliffe owns a
copy, when its far larger sister library at the University
of California, Riverside, does not, seems miraculous.

In

1975, having located Vclume XIV of the 1900 Riverside Edition
of Hawthorne 1 s work, the volume of the set containing the
official Una Hawthorne transcribed and approved version, I
had to cut the pages apart in order to read that portion of
the book.

It had waited (patiently) for over seventy years

before anyone had bothered to see if it even looked interesting.

And given the dearth of secondary sources about §epti-

mius Felton, I doubt that my experience with Volume XIV is
decidedly unique.
The placement of the work, the longest of

Hawthorne~s

four fragments, containing 262 pages, is in itself interestingly obscure.

Though it was written third, chronologically,

it is placed second in the book, following the much shorter
sixty-seven page Dolliver Romance.

In fact, the volume title

is The Dolliver Romance and Kindred Tales.

The preface justi-

fies the order thus:
The order preserved in this volume is not the
order of time. The Dolliver Romance, a fragment,
1

2

was the latest of Hawthorne's writings, and
this unfinished tale was laid on his coffin
when it was in the church before burial; but
it represents the final form tak~n by an idea
which for years had been haunting the author's
brain.l
.
However, one must give credit to the editors, who at least
admitted to the work's existence and actually printed the
text; for, other than the printings in the

~872

edition of

the Atlantic Monthly and the 1890 edition of Lippincott Magazine, the Riverside printing is the only available copy.
The Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne published by Bigalow,
Brown, and Company in 1923 do not even mention Septimius
Felton, though their Volume VI is entitled The House of the
Seven Gables, Tales and Sketches, the Dolliver Romance.

The

only notation about any of the fragments is the mention of
The Dolliver Romance being Hawthorne's last serious effort,
left unfinished because of the author's poor health.

2

Simi-

larly, The Portable Hawthorne, edited by Malcolm Cowley
(Viking Press, 1944), includes a fifteen-page excerpt from
The Dolliver Romance following excerpts from the acclaimed
Scarlet Letter, the well-known Marble Faun, and the remembered,
if not often studied, English Notebooks; yet the only mention
of Septimius Felton comes in the "Notes on Hawthorne's Life"

Introductory Note," The Dolliver Romance and Kindred
Tales, Vol. XIV of the Complete-writings of Nathaniel HaW:.~
thorne (Cambridge: Houghton Mifflin, and Company, 190.01, p. i.x.
111

2 Nathaniel Hawthorne, The House of the Seven G2bles,
Sketches and Tales, The Dolliver Romance, Vol. VI cf Works of
NathanielHawthorne ··{New York: Blgalow, -Brown and Company-; Inc. ,
1923) I P• iV ..
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section:
1861-1862
Works on Dr. Grimshaw's Secret and
Septimius Felton, but finds himself unable to
finish either.3
It is doubtful that any Hawthorne enthusiast would just
"happen" to find Septimius Felton and enjoy reading it.
Surely this paper came only as a result of an assignment in
which the teacher randomly doled out research on the topic
"Hawthorne's Fragments."

Septimius Felton seems doomed to

seclusion in dusty archives.
now are these:

Thus the questions to be asked

1) How did it come to be so neglected? and,

2) Does it really deserve its fate?
When with Robert Browning's help (though, as far as I
can tell, without his critical comments) Una transcribed and
published the Felton manuscript, she was optimistic about its
success.

She called it "-a. striking specimen of the peculi-

arities and charm of his [Hawthorne's] style ••

And

some early reviews (which Edward Davidson summarizes) lauded
the work, maintaining with Una that it at least deserved to
remain "in print; the imperfections of the narrative might be
overlooked in a docwnent which stood as an index to Hawthorne's
mind. 115

While Una maintained that the book would "have added

interest for brother artists and for those who care to study

3Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Portable Hawthorne, ed. Malcolm Cowley (New York: Viking Press, 1948), p. 2r:
411 Introductory Note,'' Complete Writings 1 p. xiv.

5Edward Davidson, Hawthorne's Last Phase (1949; !;pt.
n.p.: Archon Books, 1967), p. 120.

4

the method of composition from the mere fact of its not having
received his final revision, . . • 116 most critics seriously
doubted its value.

"Septimius," said an unsigned reviewer

in The British Quarterly Review, "is a 'study' for brother
artists but hardly more.
ished hand."

.

• • There is a touch of the van-

7

Three criticisms recur frequently in the early reviews:
1) Hawthorne's waning health, 2) the unfinished condition of
the manuscript, and 3) most especially the inappropriate subject matter.

Critics could not accept the basis for the book,

the quest for an elixir of life.

"The speculations concern-

ing the possibilities of an endless life on earth are curious
but neither original nor impressive. 118

Leslie Stephen empha-

sizes the thought in his Cornhill Magazine review of December
1872, calling Septirnius Felton the one work of Hawthorne's
in which "the supernatural is left in rather too obtrusive a
shape in spite of final explanations. 119

"We judge," says

yet another unsigned reviewer, this time from Harper's New
Monthly

~agazine

of November 187 2, ''the book will achieve its

reputation rather as a literary curiosity than as a popular
romance."

10

Donald Crowley, Ken Cameron, and Bertha Faust

have made finding early criticism of Hawthorne easier

611 rntroductory Note," Complete Writings, p. xiv.
7

Donald Crowley, ed., Hawthorne: The Critic al Her it.age,
(New York: Barnes and Noble, 1970), p. 424.
8 crowley, p. 423.

10 Crowley, p. 425.

9 crowley, p. 502.
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with their compilations of primary sourcesf respectively,
Hawthorne: the Critical Heritage, Hawthorne Among His ContemEoraries, and Hawthorne's Contemporaneous Reputatio·ns.

It is

clear from reading these ea:r·ly statements that most of the
early reviews were negative.
By 1876 George Lathrop seems to be alone, excepting pre.judiced family members like Una and Julian Hawthorne, in
defending Septimius Felton.

In the book Study of Hawthorne,

Lathrop sees at least some redeeming qualities in the story's
similarity to the Faust legend.

He even claims that the work

is interesting to read:

Nothing is more noticeable than the way in
which, while so many symbolisms spring up out
of the story, the hero's half-crazed and bewildered atmosphere, is one which we readily
accept, until the reading is ended.11
However, Lathrop's possible influence on the reading
public or the literary world is neutralized and replaced in
1880 when the eminent Henry Ja.."'lles comments.

James rea,lly

nails the lid on the coffin of the massacred little novel
with his typically snide comments, saying that he had '1purposely reserved but a small space for Septimius ;Felton in
his biography of Hawthorne • • • for the better part of discretion seems to be to pass it by lightly. 012

In the two

small pages it does devote to SeJ?timius Felton, James recounts
11 George Lathrop, Study of Hawthorne (1876; rpt., St.
Clair Shores: Scholarly Press, 1970), p. 275.
12 Henry James, Hawthorne (New York: Harper and Brothers,

Puhlishers, 1880), p. 172.

6

the 1872 arguments, adding that "another fault of the story
is that a great historical event--the war of the Revolution
--is introduced

•

•

•

I

but not sufficiently dealt with."

Still, being a literary realist, his major objection is the
premise of the story itself:
Indeed this whole matter of elixirs and potions
belongs to the fairytale period of taste, and
the idea of a young man enabling himself to
live forever by concocting and imbibing a
major draught has the misfortune of not appeal- 13
ing to our sense of realism or even our sympathy. ·
Indeed from that time on through the 1940's the book barely
seems to have deserved notice, even from biographers.

Both

James' and Lathrop's biographies incorporated criticism, but
subsequent biographies, historical or critical in emphasis,
trimmed to but a few words the mention of all the fragments,
hiding those works i.n the short and concluding uAiling Years"
chapters.

Most biographers take James' discretion one step

farther and fail to mention Septimius Felton or any of the
fragments; an example is The Rebellious Puritan: Portrait of
Mr. Hawthorne by Lloyd Morris that ignores Hawthorne's writ-:-

.
ing

s ept.imius
.

.
1 y. 14
Fe 1 ton entire

Edward Mather's Nathaniel

Hawthorne: A Modest Man devotes one paragraph to Henry David
Thoreau's giving Hawthorne the story idea for Septimius Felton by telling him "that the wayside had once been occupied

13

James, p. 173,

14 Lloyd Morris, The Rebellious Puritan: Portrait of Mr.
Hawthorne (Port Washington; Kennikat Press, 1969).

7

by a man who believed he would live forever. 1115

Even the

Randall Stewart biography of 1948 mentions Septimius' exis. passing.
.
16
t ence on 1 y in
An earlier biographer-critic, George Woodberry, in his
1902 Nathaniel Hawthorne, criticizes the four fragments
jointly, thereby avoiding close study of any of the four
individually:
The power of narration, the rich surface of
romantic art, the character of the physician and
the child, the scene of the Revolutionary morning; the English chamber, the white-haired old
man, the treasure chest with its secret of golden
hair, --all these things are in one or another
of these studies, and there is much loveliness
of detail; but there is no vitality in any of
these.17
While Woodberry does not bother to inf01;·m the reader which
''surface" each belongs to, he does admit that they exist.
Embarrassing though they may be to Hawthorne's reputation,
the biographers would close Hawthorne's life's story with
accurate and thankful haste.
Discussion of Hawthorne in general seems to have declined from 1900 on, reviving slowly in the 1940's and gradually gaining momentum, reaching comparatively high proportions in the 1960's and '70's.

The Randall Stewart biography

was published in 1948, followed in 1949 by a very surprising
book, considering what has been reviewed thus far in this
15 Edward Mather, Nathaniel Hawthorne: A Modest Man (New
York: Thomas Crowell Company, 1940}~
16 Randall Stewart, Nathaniel Hawthorne: A Biograp.!:!z
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1948).
17 George Woodberry, Nathaniel Hawthorne (1902; rpt.,
Detroit: Gale Research Company, 1967), pp. -zB'B-289.
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paper, Hawthorne's Last Phase by Edward Davidson.

Here is a

book entirely devoted to the "embarrassing" and ignored
works of Hawthorne's career; it specifically considers each
of the four fragment failures and reprints the series of
early drafts of each in order to study the developments of
the last four attempts at a romance.

Davidson does what Una

Hawthorne suggested seventy-seven years earlier: he at least
finds the book Septimius Felton interesting "to study [for]
the method of composition, from the mere fact of its not
•
• d h is
•
f ina
•
1 revision.
• •
II 18
h aving
receive

The majority of the

section devoted to Septimius Felton prints the exact notes
which preceded Hawthorne's two final drafts of this work. The first of the long studies, the one published by Una, and
. h e d d ra f t are suIIIY.l.arize
.
d b y Davi. d so:a. 19
a secon d unpu bl is

He

critiques his compilation briefly in three short pages, maintaining his thesis for the entire book:
It [Septimius Felton] is a literary curiosity
and simply as a curiosity, it is invaluable
both because it reveals Hawthorne's method
of work and because it summarizes his last
meditations on the theme of immortality.20
He concludes by noting once again, as if innumerable others
had not, that Hawthorne was old, "miserably old.'·' 21

Still by

devoting one entire book to the fragments, Davidson encourages
18

"Introductory Note," Complete Writings, p. xiv.

19see appena·ix for explanation and summary of studies
and drafts.
20 Davi. d son, Hawt h orne ' s Last Pi1ase,
t
p. 121 •

210 avi·a son, p. 121.

9
other scholars to consider jointly and separately the fragments and to admit to their having some value.
Subsequent to Hawthorne's

~ast

Phase, most biographers

begin to include more information about the fragment in their
works.

Admittedly the pages devoted to the works are few,

but as years pass by, the numbers increase.

I will mention

three typical biographical assessments.
Mark Van Doren, who is without a doubt Hawthorne's
most ardent admirer, devotes two pages to Septimius

Fel~o~

alone in his 1949 study and finds the fragment to have at
least one redeeming quality: its hero is interesting.

Van

Doren finds the study of immortality intriguing and comments
on the beauty of a particular passage:.
The death of the officer by a bullet that
pierces the miniature he carries, and pierces
the folded paper on which the recipe for an
elixir will be found, is one of the most
touching and brilliant events in all of
HawtEorne (emphasis added).22
In 1962 Herbert Hoeltje offered Inward Sky: The Heart
and Mind of Nathaniel Hawthorne, and while Septimius Felton
is not indexed, it is mentioned in the final chapter with
the other "abortive" romances, and two other of the fragments
are significantly indexed: Dr. Grimshaw's Secret, 5 listings;
The Dolliver Romance, 11 entries. 23

22 Mark Van Doren, Nathaniel Hawthorne (n.p.: William
Sloan Associates, Inc., 1949), P~ 240.
23 Herbert Hoeltje, Inward Sky: The Heart and Mind of
Nathaniel Hawthorne (Durham: Duke University Press, 1962),

p.574~
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The most exciting evidence of the continued recognition
of the fragments, especially SeJ2.!:imius Felton, is the most
recent, Nina Baym's The Shape of Hawthorne's Career (1976).
In her critical biography, Baym devotes nine pages to Septimius Felton alone.

Certainly she considers its flaws, but

she finds in the work a postive and 1'a passionate affirmation
of real life that is rarely found in the [Hawthorne's] early
fiction. 1124
Unlike the biographies which find it a factual necessity
to admit to all details of an author's career, a critical
work which does mention the fragments, specifically, Septimius Felton, is usually evaluating a particular theme, recurrent in Hawthorne's fiction and finds a continuation of
that theme in one or all of the fragments.

As early as 1944,

even before the Hawthorne revival, Laurence Hall used
Septimius

Fe~ton

to show Hawthorne's belief in ''laissez faire"

govenment, and he quotes a line from the book to emphasize
his argument: "One of Septimius Felton's immortal projects,
one recalls, was 'to fit the people to govern itself, to do
with little government, to do with none. 11125
In the 1950's three important studies of Hawthorne
mention the Felton fragment.

First is William

thor.ne's Faust: A Study of the Devil

Archet~,

Stein~s

Haw-

published in

24 Nina Baym, The Shape of Hawthorne's Career (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1976), p-:--2~.
25
Laurence Hall, Hawthorne: Critic of Society (1944; rpt.
n.p.: Peter Smith, 1966}, p. 63.

11
1953.

Stein finds Septimius, the hero, typical of all Faust's

because he "delineates one of the philosophical problems implicit in the Faust myth: illicit knowledge [which] gives
ambition a scope that blinds the individual to the common
basis of human life. 1126

Stein contends with two earlier

critics, Higginson and Lathrop, that "Septimius Felton is
'Faust at an earlier stage of development than that which
Goethe represents him 11127 and proceeds to prove his thesis.
The year 1955 brought two books: first The Death of the
Artist: A Study of Hawthorne's Disintegration by Rudolf Von
Abele who deals with the protagonist-artist.

Von Abele's

contention is that the artist is fated to isolation in order
to obtain im.inortality (fame); thus Hawthorne portrays himself·'
through his characters as incapable of success in achieving
a positive isolation or in achieving immortality.

Von Abele,

taking his theory further, feels that Septimius Felton, like
all the fragments, creates a dream world to which the artist
attempts escape, but because art and reality do not co-exist
. Hawt h orne, f ai'l ure o f t h e artist
.
. inevi
.
' ta bl e.' 28
in
to escape is

Also in 1955 was Hawthorne: A Critical Study by Hyatt
H. Wa9goner.

This author is interested in what constitutes

26 william Stein, Hawthorne's Faust: A Study of the Devil
Ardhetype (1953; n.p.: Archon Books, 1968), p. 40.
27 stein,
.
p. 136

28 Rudolph Von Abele, The Death of an Artist: A Study of

Hawthorne's Disintegration (The Hague: Martinus1f1]noff, 1955),
pp. 97-98.
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the good art in

Hawthorne~s

works, and while Waggoner devotes

an entire chapter to the fragments, he finds that Septimius
Felton, to which he devotes but one page, is too tied to the
English Notebooks to achieve the art of the psychological
romance. 29
Beginning the deluge of Hawthorne. critic ism in the
1960's, Edward Wagenknecht offers "neither a chronological
biography nor a critical study but a study of Hawthorne's
character and personality, based on his writings, his letters,
and journals, and on all that has been written about him, 1130
according to his preface in his 1961 book, Nathaniel Hawthorne: Man and Writer.

Wagenknecht mentions Septimius Fel-

ton briefly as he discusses Hawthorne's belief in
and providence.

iITu~ortality

But his belief that the book was worth more

than it had been given credit for stands unsupported, unpursued:
• • • critics have been so busy with the aesthetic shortcomings of Septimius Felton that they
have forgotten its philosophical contenti which
is sound and sane and deeply Christian.3
Also published in 1961 was Arlin Turner's Nathaniel
Hawthorne: An Introduction and Interpretation.

Known as one

of the best general introductions to Hawthorne, it does

men~

tion Septimius Felton though its appraisal is similar to the
29 Hyatt Waggoner, Hawthorne: A Critical Stud¥ (Cambridge.;
Harvard University Press, 1963), pp. 226-246.
30 Edward Wagenknecht, Nathaniel Hawthorne: Man and Writer (.New York: Oxford University Press, 1961), p .. vii.
31Wagenknecht, p. 200.
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views of 1872:
Since a dominant idea with moral implications
was the groundwork of any piece of fiction
Hawthorne wrote, a work being constructed on
an inadequate idea would of necessity fall
apart.32
Millicent Bell equates Hawthorne with the artistcharacter of his novels.

Bell points out in her 1962 book

Hawthorne's View of the

Artis~

the frustrated artist.

While his questioning of the meaning

that Septimius is typical of

of a human being's short lifespan can be fruitful, that consideration can be taken too far.
villain become identified. 1133

''By doing so, artist and

And by her standards, Septi-

mius exemplifes the artist-villain whom she finds typical in
Hawthorne's works •
.Man's Accidents and God's Purposes: Mul1=_iplicity in
Hawthorne's Fiction, which James Folsom published in 1963,
discusses Septimius Felton in terms of its two ironies: ''for
an unsure future good 1134 and the search for the elixir proving "not real but delusory."

35

The major irony of a living-

death existence in one lifetime to create an endless life in
another is the most important to the novel and seems to f ci.J.·32 Arlin Turner, Nathaniel Hawthorne: An Introduction
and Interpretation (New York: Barnes and Noble, fnc.~ 1961),
p. 84.
.
33 Millicent Bell, Hawthorne(s View of the Artist. (New
York: State University of New York Press, 1962T, p.71.
34 James Folsom, Mants Accidents and God's PurJ2oses•
Multiplicity in

Hawthorne 1sFict.fon-lI~ew--lTw~:~~-i1:·--co-il'ege

University Press / 1963)--;-p:--115-.--35 Fo 1 som, p. 11 4 •

and

14
low the most successfully:
All the precepts [of the recipe for living Septimius is to follow in order to make himself
ready for the elixir] form a remarkable inversion of the Christian ~geas that a man may save
his life by losing it.
Folsom does devote several pages to the study and is not discouraged by the book in any way since Septimius Felton fits
the moral ironies pattern which he (Folsom) finds to be typical of Hawthorne.
Jane Lundbald, in publishing her 1965 book Nathaniel
Hawthorne and European Literary Tradition, is also pleased
to deal with Septimius Felton since it fits so well the
tradition she is studying, the Gothic novel.

Septimius Fel-

ton contains at least six of the traditional Gothic elements.:
the elixir, an old document, a family castle, a flower. growing
on a grave, a bloody footprint, a spider as a sorcerer's
aid.

While this abundance of Gothic tradition is often

pointed to as one. of the novel's flaws, Lindbald concerns
herself only with its appearance in various Hawthorne novels,
not addressing the question of effective artistry, at least
.
no t in

s ep t•imius
.
Fe 1 ton. 37
In his book Nathaniel Hawthorne, also published in 1965,

Terence Martin sees a tension.between the isolated artist and
the social human being in Hawthorne.
36

He terms them the poet

Folsom, p. 116.

37 Jane Lundbald, Nathaniel Hawthorne· and European: Liter~;:_Y:_!radition (New York: Russell and Russell, 1965), pp. 146147.

15
and the bookkeeper, respectively, basing his conclusions on
statement of Hawthorne's about no one being able to be both
a poet and a bookkeeper.

Martin spends very little time on

Septimius Felton, just enough to show that the poet-type,
Septimius Felton, opposes the bookkeeper-type, Robert Hagburn.

38

In many of the treatments of Hawthorne, there has been
a tendency to touch on some psychological implications
inherent in Hawthorrie's works, but Frederick Crews, in his
book The Sins of the Fathers, published in 1966, presents a
completely psychological interpretation of Hawthorne.

Crews

explains all of Hawthorne's work in terms of Freudian
psychology, finding the fragments to be the culminating expression of Hawthorne's repressed sexual feelings.

The

explanation is convincing if one accepts Crews' premise,

At

least the fragments are considered to be the most important
.
.
39
wor k s o f Hawt h orne in
t h'is one instance.

But Crews had not convinced all the critics of the i.mportance of the fragments, for Hugo McPherson, who also
published in 1966, finds·the fragments highly unsatisfactory.
Hawthorne as Mythmaker: A Study in Imagination finds Hawthorne
a fine artist who saw that his creative powers were waning
and who correctly assessed his last four attempts as failures.

38 Terence Martin, Nathaniel Hawthorne (New York: Twayne
Publishers, Inc., 1965), p. 18.

39 Frederick Crews, The Sins of the Fathers: Hawthorne's
Psychological Themes (New-York: Oxford University Press,
1966}, pp. 252-256.
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"In terms of roundness," McPherson says, ''not one of the
protagonists of the last four romances lives.'' 40

McPherson

finds Hawthorne betrayed by his family for publishing his
failures but redeemed by Davidson, who made an effective
study of an aging artist's process of creation.
In 1970 John Stubbs published The Pursuit of Form: A
Study of Hawthorne and the Romance.

He treats the fragments

briefly making a sentence critique of Septimius Felton and
calling the book an uninteresting remake of old material.
He finds the fragments, jointly considered, somewhat instructive:
The lesson of the failures is instructive
because it directs us to the roots of Hawthorne's
strength. Primarily he was a creator of forms
and textures. Having arrived at a moral dilewma
that he could be sure was overwhelmingly important, he was free to experiment with modes for
treating the dilemma • . . . Without these he
could not go on.41
In all this critical.material no book other than Davidson's devotes itself entirely to a study of the fragments;
certainly nothing exists on any of the fragments alone

exce~t

ing another Davidson book entitled Hawthorne's Dr. Grimshaw's
Secret.

But two journal articles did devote themselves to

just the fragments: ''The Dominating Symbol in Hawthorne 1 s
Last Phase, 11· by Edward Clay, and "Hawthorne is Gothic: A.n
40 Hugo McPherson, Hawthorne as Mythmaker: A Study in
Imagination (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969),
p. 192.
-

41 John Stubbs, 'rhe Pursuit of Form: A Stu9y of Haw!:horne
and the Romance (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1970),
p. 164.
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Approach to the Four Last Fragmentsr" by Thomas Calhoun.
Clay's 1968 discussion gives §eptimius Felton four
pages.

He shows that this work suffers not from a lack of

symbols, but from an over-abundance of them.

Hawthorne tries

to make a coherent pattern out of four symbols (the elixir,
the spider, the manuscript, and the footprint) when he should
have chosen only one, as he did in earlier novels.

42

Calhoun, writing in 1970, points out that while Hawthorne was fascinated with Gothic trappings in all of the
fragments, they are not Gothic novels because Hawthorne was
too concerned with symbolic meanings and philosophical ponderings.

Instead of a traditional Gothic novel, Hawthorne
creates a unique kind of romance. 43
The little book which is so very rarely read has not
been entirely neglected, but obviously it has faced and still
faces prejudice.

For while it is continually given larger

and larger consideration in biographies and criticismr it is
rarely considered individually.

Whether Hawthorne was sue-

cessful in Septimius Falton seems presently to depend on
one's thesis, not the work itself.

When it suits an author

to find irony in Hawti1orne, and it exists in
reading the work seems a profitable endeavor.

Septimiu~-'

then

When one sees

42 Edward Clay, "The 1 Dominating Symbol' in Hawthorne's
Last Phase," American Literature, 39 No. 4 (1968) :512-515.
43 Thomas Calhoun, "Hawthornets Gothic: An Approach to
the Last Four Fragments," Genr~, 3 No. 3 (1970):229-239.
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Hawthorne slowly disintegrating,

§ept~mius

is evidence not

worthy of reading.
If the last thirty years of criticism have offered
anything, they have offered recognition.

Yet these same

thirty years have failed to explain if by itself Septimius
~n

deserves study.

Statements of encouragement like

Bernard Cohen's are answered with discouragements by Hugo
McPherson. Yet no one bothers to study and find out if there
is more to this book than Gothic trapping or an over-abundance of symbol.

The most anyone has ever devoted to a

study of Septimius Felton is nine pages.
But if Mark Van Doren is right-that passages in the
book are

beautiful, why are they beautiful?

characters are really dull, why is that so?

And if the
If this book

deserves the growing mention it is getting in Hawthorne
criticism, it deserves special study as well.

THE IMPROVEMENTS--EARLY NOTES AND FINAL DRAFT
One of the few admitted advantages enjoyed by Septimius
Felton is the series of notes Hawthorne wrote before the final
draft.

According to Davidson, Hawthorne scholars lack evi-

dence of how the novels of the major phase were created.
However, the fact that notes are not extant for the earlier
works and are extant for the fragments "does not mean that
suddenly in 1860 he [Hawthorne] revised his whole craft of
fiction.

It means that with the studies before us, we can

at least fill the gap between the

ger~inal

idea for a

romance and the final composition." 1
By transcribing the notes, Davidson records Hawthorne's
methodology, but Davidson's commentary on Septimius Felton
at.tempts to point out how little the preparatory studies contributed to the final draft.
the novel in outline form.

Admittedly the notes are not
They more closely resemble a

suggestion box of ideas from which Hawthorne chose only the
best in order to create a new romance.

Rather than evidence

of Hawthorne's ''feebleness," his inability to be consistent
and only write down good ideas in a reasonable sequence, the
notes show that Hawthorne was an artist until the end, a man
1 Davidson, Hawthorne's Last Phase, p. viii.
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who could create art from ideas.

Comparing the notes and the

final draft offers a reason not only for reading and studying
Septimius Felton but also for accepting the work as an unpolished novel rather than an unfinished fragment.
The final draft is a vast improvement over the notes,
and those improvements fall into three rather_ general cate.,..
gories:

1) tightened action..--shortening time, re-ordering

events, unifying place, 2) tightened detail-:--keeping and
expanding good details, eliminating bad ones, 3) blended
content and form ... -reworking straightforward ideas into
subtler statements.

While any second copy should better its

original, the changes Hawthorne makes appear striking and in.,..
_genious.

However, in order to note these marks of_ genius at

work involves a somewhat intricate study, one which is very
specific and perhaps tedious but which is ultimately rewarding.
For the 20th-century audience, one of the most success ...
ful attempts to tighten the action in the later draft of
Septimius Felton is the elimination of another

preface~likef

"Custom's House" essay which would have retarded the movement of the book before it began.

Though it may seem odd for

a man whose wild imagination created and accepted the unrealistic "Egotism or the Bosom Sert?ent, •• "The Man of Adamant, 11
and ''Ethan Brand," to be concerned with establishing authen..ticity in a story, Hawthorne reveals this very concern for
believability in this potential prologue;
Then comes the annals of the house, and
introduce Thoreau's legend of the man who
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would not die • • • • I may fable that a manuscript was found, containing records of this
man, and allusions to his purpose to live forever. It might be a journal, extending over a
long series of years. This would help me out
as regards Thoreau•s legend, and also seem to
account, or further parabal [sic] for some of
the strange phenomena of the east-room.
Terribly stained and almost illegible shall
this old record be, only decypherable here and
there.2
Instead of settling for the rather dull action of looking
through an old house and describing its contents, Hawthorne's
alternative in the final draft is a springtime scene with
"three young people, who sat on a sunny hillside enjoying
the warm day and one another. '' 3
The idea of one man's search for an endless existence
clearly remains the focus of attention in all the notations:
I mused and meditated, and thought within
myself, and tried to make out what manner of
man this might be, that deemed it within his
power to subvert the usual conditions of
humanity. How did he mean to do it? Had he
discovered, as he might suppose, the secret
which philosophers used to seek for? Did he
think himself born with a frame unlike that
of other mortals?4
However, in the actual consideration of this individual! his
quest, Hawthorne conti.nues to tighten the action by narrow.,..
J

ing the amount of time the novel will cover.

He proposes in

Study A, Part 2 1 to discuss one entire lifetime or at least
the final years of a lifetime of the "-immortal'' individual.
The mar.'s contemporariesf of course, would all
2Davidson, p. 80.

~row

old!

3 Davi·a son, p. 11

4Davidson, pp. 77-78. All further references to this
work will appear in the text.
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their faces worn and wrinkled

11

as if they had lain out dry-

ing through a succession of hot summer sunshines, as if they
had stood up facing easterly winds and gales, beating right.
into their faces for years and years together. 11
men would be contrasted to

th1~

5

The old

youthful-looking Septimius,

whose only sign of age is a "furrowed 11 brow.
In the final draft, improving on the tale of an old
man in old company, Hawthorne shrinks the time to just less
than two years, allowing for the major actions to occur more
closely and keeping the story from dying in intervening
descriptions of the passing of time.
are several scenes:

The actions themselves

1) the hillside conversation of Rose,

Robert, and Septimius; 2) the British Army arrival and the
stolen kiss1 3) the death of the young officer; 4) the coming
of Sybil; 5) the coming of Dr. Portsoaken; 6) the first brew ...
ing of the elixir and subsequent death of Aunt Keziah;
7) the marriage of Rose and Robert; and, 8) the drinking of
the elixir.

Even with these several scenes in which some

action does occur, the actions generally are not spinetingling but are filled with conversation and description.
Still the actions occur with a limited time span in the final
draft and do, on the whole, keep the reader's interest.
Of the scenes themselves, one whi.ch received notable

5 Nathaniel Hawthorne, "The Dolliver Romance and Kindred
Tales, 11 Vol. XIV of The Co~lete Writings of Nathaniel Hawthorne (Cambridge: Houghton-Mifflin and Company, 1900), p. 69.
All further references to this work will appear in the text.
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tightening is that of the shooting of the young officer,
Cyril Norton.

Often considered the most noteworthy

pass~ge

of the book, 6 this scene is twice considered in the notes.
In Study C, Part 1, Hawthorne considers beginning the book
with this action, though even here he feels that

m~ght

not

be wise:
In truth perhaps the story might open here;
and Septimius first conceives his notion of
earthly immortality on this occasion. But
I think not {Davidson, p.· 82).
Lacking the introduction this scene presently has in
the printed draft, the sorrow Septimius feels in killing the
young man would hold little meaning for the reader who would
only have just been introduced to him.

The quest for ilI\Jl\or .....

tali ty might well begin here, but symp"athy fo:r the hero, a.
sensitive man whose profession is saving souls not killing
them, cannot be as easily induced.

The effect produced might

indeed be an apathetic one.
The second improvement in the scene i.s keeping
action in one place, unifying the whole scene.

~11

the

Hawthorne

writes both the early sketches with Septimius dra9ging or
carrying the officer •s

not~yet-dead

"corpse 11 (Hawthornets

morbid word) to hi"s own house to converse with it there before
it dies, and returning it to the spot on which he shot it, to
be buried.

Aside from letting the changing settin9s inter-

fere with the poignancy of this scene,. Hawthorne might have

6waggoner, A Critical Study, p. 244.
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been

allowi.~g

this ne.cessar ily secret act to be.co;me public"

In dragging the body down the. hill f keep±.n<J J;;t in the house
and returning it to the hill, Septimius- might have encoun'l"\
.tered villagers, not to mention his housemate,. Aunt Kezia,h,
or other British soldiers.

In allowing the two men, Septi-

mius and Cyril, to remain alone on the hill for almost the
entire encounter (Septimius leaves briefly in a threesentence dash to the house to fill the officer's request for
water), Hawthorne creates a very intimate moment, uncluttered
by unessential details of movement or setting.
In Study H> another proposed action gains polish from
time-tightening.

Hawthorne considers here the ending of the

book, a gathering, a joyous event, but he envisions a

chris~

tening of Robert:andRose's son or a Thanksgiving .feast.

This

initial choice, which then becomes the wedding of Robert and
Rose in the final draft, would destroy some of the chronological unity by extending the time of the novel for an unaccounted, unused year and would still require some mention
of a marriage that Septimius, as brother or ex-fiancee, could
not have ignored.

Also the feast would require that the

major characters remain in or near CDncord in order for
them to attend, or that the narration explain why those
characters did not appear.

All this could only extend the

already lengthy narration, slowing the action.
Furthermore, a christening ignores the conflict between
Robert and Septimius over Rose, a conflict pursued in the
notes (Davidson pp. 81, 89) and in the final draft.

Despite
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the role Hawthorne chooses for Septimius, the initial one of
lover or the mid":"'novel shift to half-brother, Robert would
still have to confront Septimius about the marriage, and
seemingly this confrontation•s being about the marriage
should lead to the event itself.

The marriage allows for

everything that the christening might have, including $eptimius' last touch with the world he has known in Concord.,
unifying time and climaxing a recent

conflict~·

By

the wedding

adds to the force of the novel.
The final tightening of action effected by Hawthorne
in the printed manuscript involves the drinking of the elixip.
The notes show two possible endings:

first, in Study E, Part

2, Septimius and Sybil are together, and he asks her to drink
first; she does, but on lifting the drink "to his own lips,
he grows pale, finding . • • by the smell • • • [thatJ the
poisonous flower has been distilled into itu. (Davidson, p. 84)_,
·and thus does. not drink.
told Sybil's fate.

The notes are brief.

One .is not

Yet the reader, who is much more interest-·

ed in Septimius' reaction is left with an ironic but less than
satisfying climax, one that is far too subtle for the events
and characters around it.

It wants an Ethan Brand '"s marble

heart, burned to lime, or Richard Digby turned to stone.
A second consideration in $tudy F includes Dr, Portsoaken directly in the elixir's preparation, adding some chill
to the scene.
alone.

Yet here Septimius is left to dri.nk and die

Robert and Rose find Septimius, dead in a chair in his

house, the next morning, ''the fragments of a broken vase; a
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strange perfume in the room" (Davidson, p. 87).

Wh;i..le the

death seems just and fitting, it too seems to lack dazzling
profundity so wonderfully evident

in other works of Hawthorne.

Thus in the final draft, Hawthorne uses parts of both
studies, reworks, and adds to create a subtly spectacular
climax, having Sybil not only drink first but also drop the
goblet before dying.

It is, of course, exciting for Sybil to

drink, hold out the goblet, and just before Septimius is about
to grasp it, release it and let it smash on the floor.

But

'•

her action elicits more than shock, for before drinking, she
explains some things the reader could only have.guessed at,
things which were part of the mystery: her reason for coming
to America, her relation to Cyril Norton, her hate for Septi,mius.

These dying-ward revelations should come from Sybil,

not the narrator, yet they remain somewha.t mysterious for she
now professes to love Septimius.

Is she really he.lping her

beloved by dying, taking his only sweetheart from him?

In

destroying the elixir and then dying, she shows hi.m his folly
but does not allow any anger to be vented on her,
escapes torment.

She

However, Septimius lives with the realiza-

tion of the sham he thought was a ques:t for life.

He has

nothing more now than anyone else in Concord who had not lived
in search of immortality; in fact he has fa:( less.

He has

nothing to show after two years of work, no war medals, no
bride, not even friends.

While Hawthorne does not moralize

by showing Septimius' existence after this scene, the implications are there, shining from the broken pieces of glass.
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Using a second type of improvement, tightened detail,
Hawthorne eliminates inconsistent,
and retains meaningful ones.

side~tracking

elements

The glass vase shattering on

the floor is a lovely, excitingly visual detail kept from
notes to final draft.

However, the most intriguing detail

appears in the description of Septimius' grotesquely wrinkled forehead.

Ha.wthorne wants a detail that shows the un-

natural wear, the stress of the quest for immortality; yet
this detail must differ from any typical characteristics of
aging, first because Septimius is to be an immortal midst
the company of aging, mortal peers (see quote, p. 22) and
second because a young man (he is 25 in final draft) would
hardly show any severe signs of old age.

Despite the reason-

ing, he maintains the furrowed brow from the first.

In

Study A, Part 2, Hawthorne writes:
'!'here was a singular wrinkle, or fold, that
had established itself between his eyebrow,
strong, stern, and it gave him an expression
as if he were holding on with a fierce grip,
and as if, should he let go his hold, his very
life might be the sacrifice (Davidson, p. 78).
Again in Study B comes mention of the forehead:
So his hair shall be dark, his limbs vigorousf
longer than usual; but a settled frown.of
determined purpose shall gather on his brow
(Davidson p. 81}.
The final manuscript mentions this unusual trait also:
• • • he chanced to look in the little looking
glass that hung between the windows, and was
startled at the paleness of his face . • • •
He observed that since he considered it last,
a very deep furrow, or corrugation, or fissure,
it might almost be called, had indented his brow,
rising from the commencement of his nose towards
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the centre of his forehead. And he knew
it was his brooding thought, his fierce,
hard determination • . • that had been digging that furrow; and it must prove indeed
a potent specific of the life water that
would smooth that away, and restore him all
the youth and elasticity that he had buried
in the profound grave (SF, pp. 225-2261.
Looking at the manuscript description in comparison to
either of the two study descriptions, one can see that the
final presentation is vastly improved from the earlier ones.
The initial entry has the fold ••between his eyebrows,'' but
the manuscript describes a ufurrow, .or corrugation, or
fissure."

Also the study entries are most concerned with

explaining from an objective third-person viewpoint, while
the final copy has personalized to a third-person omniscient
viewpoint which has Septimius assess himself and reconsider
the possibility that his quest is not a good one.
None of the small details which are kept in the story
would substantiate the "touch of the vanished hand'' theory.
Study E, for instance, mentions that the integral ingredient
in the elixir is unknown, lost from the family recipe:
sons have since tried to put it together but in vain''
son, p. 84}.

'~per-

(David~

Of course, the elixir itself is essential to the

plot of Septimius Felton and the legends about the elixir,
the recipe manuscript, all say that the name of one ingredient has been lost.

This detail is expanded in the novel

and remains consistent.

And keeping with believability,

some extent, Hawthorne writes in the notes and expands in
the novel the idea that the life-prolonging liquid cannot

to
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stand against the sword or the bullet.
However, most of the unused ideas, ones found in the
notes but eliminated in the final draft, remain unused not
because they are less believable than Hawthorne might like
but because they would tend to lead the story away from its
point or would create inconsistency in plot or in a character's personality.
Hawthorne

Continually concerned with unifying,

nipped many details from his already overgrown

story-garden.

For instance, when he is contemplating the

officer's reason for having the elixir recipe and hi:s, motivation in giving that recipe to Septimius, his killer, Hawthorne
writes:
The paper might be a recipe for immortality
which an uncle of the dying man • • • had
given him, but which the young man despised
· • . • from generous motives of sympathy, and
English love of fair play (Davidson, p. 82;
emphasis added).
It is really quite unimportant to the story whether the
English concern themselves with fair play or not; in fact it
is not terribly important what Cyril Norton, who will die
momentarily, thinks about the recipe.

Thus the manuscript

reads with Cyril saying:
"You have slain me in a fair fight, and my
spoils, according to the rules and customs of
warfare, belong to the victor" (SF, p. 105).
Certainly the "customs of

warfare'~

is a far simpler and more

meaningful remark, one that remains consistent in a scene
between two men made enemies by their different nationalities,
than one which would lead to a discussion of English tradi-
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tions and customs,
Also having surrendered the spoils, including the
elixir recipe, Cyril mentions that he never could nread beyond the first few lines of the paper."

His simple "I could

not read it" follows far more nicely than a lengthy explana'!'"
tion of his despising this recipe.

And added to this,

Hawthorne also briefly considered giving Cyril a "personal
defect that has made him . • . want to be buried dressed"
(Davidson, p. 88).

Including this detail, first of all

Hawthorne would have had to figure out a reason for Septimius
to plan to bury him undressed; stripping him would be a.wkward
and time-consuming in a burial which for secrecy must be done
quickly.

Then, too, Cyril Norton ''s physical defects really

are not important to a story about Septimius Felton.
However, even more significant plot digressions are
eliminated in the completion of the work.
character to pursue is Dr. Portsoaken.

A very tempting

While Calhoun argues

that Dr. Portsoaken might well have been eliminated from the
story entirely, 7 Hawthorne is enamored of him..

A.nd yet whiie

he will not cast him from the story, Hawthorne limits the.
space devoted to Dr. Portsoaken, for the doctor's own quest
could have involved an entire novel itself, as suggested in
drafts·

Thus Hawthorne side-steps many pitfalls that elon-.

gated discussions of Dr. Portsoaken would present

7calhoun, "Hawthorne's Gothic • . .

a~

evidenced

" pp. 229~·239.
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in Study C, Part 2:
Perhaps the recipe shall be given in a letter
to the young man from his uncle written in a
quaint style . . . . The old gentleman himself
had made some attempts towards immortalizing
himself, but had failed partly by love of wine
and cheer (Davidson, p. 82).
Where the recipe came from may be important to the story, but
if the novelist were to continue the discussion of a drunk
uncle, the reader would be torn between two quests.

Still

the Dr. Portsoaken the reader meets in the manuscript, who
is known to like spirits though not to be thwarted by them,
appears twice more in the notes.
coming to America is discussed.

Here his motivation for
Study E really sugges,ts an

entirely new novel which could have been entitled Dr. Portsoaken:
The drink is fabled to bring fatal and
accursed consequences with it; however,
fine the motives of those who manufacture it.
There has always been a tradition in England
that the missing heir went to America, and
that the family is still extant there; or
that, at least, the documents necessary to
prove the claim to the estate and title are
there, or may be there.
So Dr. Portsoaken, a
quackish adventurer, has been sent over by
the claimant, to possess himself if he can of
the papers in the possession of the young
officer;--that might be the main purpose. He
discovers this American claim, to his own surprise, and seeks to get hold of the iron box,
and is at least willing that Septimius should
poison himself. When he at first comes to
Concord, it is with the purpose of getting
hold of the papers left by the young officer,
he having no suspicion of any others; but what
he hears from Aunt Keziah and Septimius, convinces him that these are the true heirs.
Sybil had been used by him to get the papers
from the young officer, but she fell in love
with him and was seduced.
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Of course the Doctor contributes all he can
to the mystification of Septimius (Davidson,
p. 85).
Admittedly this motivation must be worked out in the author's
mind sufficiently to make his plot follow; however, any real
work on the motivation of Dr. Portsoaken would create another major conflict in the book, requiring at least some
side-tracking actions.

And having focused on Septimius,

Hawthorne, in the final draft, states his intent to limit
actions:
Our story is an internal one (Eeptimius against
himself}, dealing as little as possible with
outward events, and taking hold of these only
where it cannot be helped • . . (SF, p. 87).
And in Study H, Hawthorne seems to have begun to recognize
that he must limit the intrusion of Dr. Portsoaken:
At last, it turns out that the old man is the
very Uncle who gave the officer the recipe of
immortality. He has come for vengeance,
doubtless, but this Septimius does not know;
• • • Neither should the reader more than
s~spect him (Davidson, p. 90).
And Hawthorne carefully avoids Dr.

Portsoaken~s

motivations,

revealing his involvement in the elixir's creation to both
the reader and Septimius through Sybil Dacy only in the last
few pages of the book.

"'I was helped by that old physician,

Doctor Portsoaken, who with some private purpose of his own,
taught me what to do'"

(SF, p. 322).

While Dr. Portsoaken

remains a suspicious, mysterious character, his motives are
explained briefly in the short epilogue, disallowing plot
digressions which earlier introductions of the same material
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might well have encouraged.
The third improvement, and, of all the types of improve ....
ments obviously made from the studies to the manuscript perhaps the most skillful, is the change giving outright statements of philosophy more subtle employments within the story
itself.

The often didactic Hawthorne verges on the disgrace-

fully obvious in his initial concept in Study A, making
Septimius a brother to Jarius:
So here now were these two brothers, living in
their little inheritance, and agreeing so ill,
and loving so well:--one content to share with
his fellow men whatever came to them--the other
aiming at something removed from them, unexam~
pled; and yet pretending to seek it in no remote
way, but only to take this birthright which any
other might have just as well, if the force were
in him to claim it and make it good. Jarius was
his only confident [sic], the free, joyous fellow,
the love of men and maidens.
"Oh, Septimius,"
said he, "don't you see how you are losing all
this youthful time of life, by your projects
for prolonging it(?)
This is not worth while
at all events; for life stretches out ever so
far, youth cannot come back again. You will
but have one youth--not renewable~ Take hold
now and enjoy it. Don't you see you are giving
up the good of life (?)
You are turning it ·
into a thing of stone, without the price of growth;
for all that is dependent upon change, the corning
of decay, which is sweet to its place."
''There is something in what you say," quoth
Septimius.
"Then will you not give up this mad notion?" said
Jarius.
"Not a bit," coolly returned his brother.
"I tell
you I have made my choice so firmly that it is
impossible for me to change it. My will is petrified, and is no longer in my own power."
"Then, Septirnius," quoth his brother, "you are
a madman, and should be confined"
(Davidson, p. 79}.
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This passage is not only melodramatic, but it also lacks all
realistic motivation beyond simple personality type.

For

Hawthorne, the romantic, to argue that a man cannot believe
and follow his own thoughts simply because his brother has
told him his ideas are not good, is very improbable.

At the

same time, the idea has possibilities, for Hawthorne often
employs a person of contrasting character to confront his
hero.

But the final draft allows for two important changes.

The contrasting person becomes Robert Hagburn, boyhood chum
and neighbor of Septimius, and Robert joins the Revolutionary
forces and has been in the thick of the conflict by the time
he confronts Septimius, pleading with him to join the war
effort, and thus enter into commun.ion with mankind.

I.nstead

of using Jar.ius' argument of youth, you only live once,
Hawthorne's second choice of using

Robert's-~go

to wa:r: with

your countryman--pulls much harder at the emoti.ons of the
reclusive scholar; this argument asks Septimius to savor
each moment of living: nonly catch real earnest hold of life,
then each part of life will do what was intended" (SF, p. 276).
It also implies that God expects participation as does America.
And beyond the responsibilities to God, country, and fellowman
demanded by the argument lies.the temptation for the glory
to be found in heroism.
In essence, both arguments ask Septimius to leave his
solitary existence a,nd join

manki.nd~

Yet the initial argument,

while straight-forward, offers little reward.

When Ja.rius

asks, "Don'·t you see you are giving up the good life[?]" he is
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asking his brother to agree with him purely on the basis
that he knows what is right, and his brother does not know.
But Septimius can simply say to himself that everyone has a
right to his own opinion; you say youth is everything--I say
eternity is

everything~

Robert's arguments are far more subtle and thus more
persuasive; the appeal is to civil duty as well as indiyidual
vanity.

To these arguments Septimius can say I choose not to

involve myself, but it is far harder to say my choice is just
as good as yours.

He cannot be sure; he can simply be deter-

mined:
"You almost make me envy you, Robert,'' said
he sighing.
''Then why not come with me?" asked Robert.
~Because I have another destiny," said
Septimius.

"Well, you are mistaken, be sure of
said Robert (SF, p. 278). ·

that,~·

Septimius does not deny Robert's contention; instead he let5Robert proceed to another topic needing discussion.
Several other ideas shift emphasis subtly from initial
entry to final product.

The aloneness Septimius experiences

(Study A, Part 3), "forcing himself from other ties •
[lugging] himself alone with weary shoulders;

where~s

a,lw~ys

before there had been a hitherto unestimated portion of himself borne on the kindly shoulders of his fellowmen"
son,

P~

(David-

78), finds the reader somewhat sympathetic, yet the

changed emphasis in the manuscript to a Clifford-Pyncheon-
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type obsession df belonging to humanity makes the reader
empathize with actual experiences Septimius
pany of

others~t ~
... ;-~·· ~

fe.el~

in the com-

·

-

Alf}{:~~ft~5~:J:;~ <.~~\a quest for immortality, Septimius the
:_c.)~-: :

.·;

.7;~

divinity,·:~J::J.~5'~}_r+,r;.,~rely

life

theorif~t,-

considers God, the Bible, or after-·

proposed by Christianity.

: .... : ·.

Throughout the book,

'..ii..~·.

Septimius fa:iir.''.to confront God; he is determined to liye
forever on his own terms, by his own work, almost as if God
did not exist.

This is rather important given the fact that

the notes reveal a recognition of his ignoring God in Study A,
Part 2:

He might not question that the Bible, its promises,
its threats, were true for the rest of mankind;
with him they had nothing to do (Davidson, p. 78).
The clergyman is the more terribly earnest in
his Religion, because he is conscious of the
devil in his blood (Davidson, p. 84).
The artistry of subtlty here lies in the choice to reduce the

,,,

emphasis on the obvious; this is not simply a di.dactic, symbolic story like the "Gray Champion,'·' to be ended with a
''Dear Reader, the point of this story is to show tha.t if someone ignores God, he will be damned."

It is the story of

human nature and the power of choice (with which Chapter Four
of this thesis deals).

Thus Hawthorne does not place the

character in continual opposition to the "truths'' he learned
in divinity school;

he does not have the man reading the

Bible and struggling with its precepts,

Instead the ;man

struggles with h,,imself; the resulting conflict remains much
t~,;::..

stronger and subtler than it might have been.
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·Given then the three ways that Hawthorne strengthened
his novel from his notes, one whould find Davidson's accusation quite weak.

That Hawthorne fails "to make any real use

of his preparatory studies" (Davidson, p. 93), can hardly be
true.

That he re-works and improves upon his studies seems

a fairer assessment.

Davidson builds on his argument by say-

ing that in not using the notes, Hawthorne was forced to
"spin from his
story.

imagination'~

And here we agree_

(Davidson, p. 93) the rest of the
Naturally he used his imagination,

but it was the imagination of an artist whose first thinly
sketched ideas were spun into a wonderful tale.

One does

not see here the methodical mind of a scientist setting down
ideas with precision and accuracy, but the artistic mind of
a genius allowing his romantic soul to make sense of the
facts.

THE COMPLETED DRAFT: THE STRENGTH AND THE BEAUTY
In February of 1864, Hawthorne wrote to Fields, his
publisher, that he would "never finish" Septimius Felton. 1
·with that letter he ended his work on the book, leaving, as
we have already seen, only studies, one completed draft, one
uncompleted draft.

Hawthorne termed it an "abortive romance,"

and reviews have seen no reason to argue with Hawthorne's own
assessment; certainly the published draft suffers criticism
immediately by the fact that it was never completed, either
to the author's or any publisher's satisfaction.

An early

critic writes:
Of course, had he lived, he would have chosen to·
revise and finish it if it was to be published,
but no injustice is done him, since it is manifestly incomplete and printed in view of the
fact, and can be judged by no higher standard
than it will bear. 2
Thus, Septimius Felton has never been treated in and of itself as a work of art.

It seems that in this great injustice

has been done to an interesting book.

For while it has flaws

and needs some revising, it is far from being "manifestly
incomplete."

It can bear criticism and show strength and

1 Newton Arvin, Hawthorne (1929; rpt .. New York: Rus.s,ell

and Russell, 1956), p. 278.
2

Crowley, The Critical Heritage, p. 424,
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beauty, and while in comparison to the four major novels,
critics have felt it lacks the stylistic qualities of Hawthorne' s best prose, it has its own merits which. go beyond the
improvements made from the studies to the final draft.

These

merits deserve recognition, even more recognition than Hawthorne admirers Mark Van Doren and Nina Baym are willing to
give them.

"There is a freshness in this fragment," says

Van Doren; 3 "it promises to be the best thing of its kind
that Hawthorne had done," affirms Baym. 4

But there is more

here than "what might have been."
First, in assessing the novel's strengths, one must
see that its lack of completeness is not as earth-shattering
a weakness as Hawthorne's refusal to finish it or his criticst
appraisal of it might lead one to believe.

There are only

two difficulties caused by its incomplete form..

One problem

is the insertion of marginal notations, now placed in brackets, 5
that reveal Hawthorne's plans to lengthen certain sections;
these are, for the most part, expansions of descriptions,
For instance when Septimius observes enemy troops from his
.. concealment" on the hill, Hawthorne's notes show his desire
to comment further on Septimius' reaction to the soldierst
fa.ces;

3van Do:r:en, Nathaniel Hawthorne, p., 247,
4

Baym, Hawthorne's Career, p. 261,

5 Hawthorne himself used "large parentheses . • • to
indicate .. . • that he wished to expand . • • " (Davidson,
p. 100).
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(Describe how their faces affect him, passing
so near: how strange they seem,
SF, p. 101.)
These asides do not occur very often, 6 perhaps ten times in
the printed text; most entries are as short as this one; one
or two are longer, a paragraph in length.

The reader is

really never deprived of essential information; the added
touches wculd have been embellishments rather than additions
of necessary actions or important dialogue. 7
However, the more striking difficulty is the mid-story
character shift of Rose Garfield from Septimius' fiancee to
his half-sister.
enacted.

The shift is not explained; it is simply

Frederick Crews is absolutely delighted for this

shift strengthens his theory of Hawthorne's fight against
incest in his own life; Nina Baym, disenchanted by the change,
sees the destruction of a "fascinating psychological study of
two people who did not love each other and were not suited to
each other, but had become engaged in a moment of psychological stress.'' 8
Yet whatever difficulties the two problems of form
present, they could have been easily mended.

The marginal

notations only need to be written out and incorporated into
the text.

In his sec0nd, unpublished draft, Hawthorne solved

6 oavidson implies that these entries are frequent (99100). He read the original manuscripts; I have access only
to the printed text.
7 Davidson assesses the parenthetical elements as ";evi-

dences of Hawthorne• s reluctance to face certain rudiments. of
plotting," (98) and his "struggling to thicken the texture
of the plot . . . " (100).
8

Baym, p. 258.
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t~e

difficulty of Rose's character designation by making her

the half-sister from the start.

While I agree with Baym

that the other solution would have been a better one, that
really does not matter.

The repairs could have been made.

And despite these technical problems, the novel
interesting and readable.
leading to say fragment.'.' 9

rem~ins

As Van Doren admits, nit is misIn considering its strengths,

one can look to a solid plot, for there is a beginning ,
middle, and end.

The narrative time sequence is limited to

a span just less than two years, beginning in the spring of
1775, ending in the late fall of 1776 or winter of 1777.

The

story follows smoothly enough through these years, timels
passing noted more by seasonal changes than months and dates,
the action centering around specific days or groups of days.
To prove this particular, one can look at the outline of
events below which group by pages individual days or summarizations of longer periods of time as they follow in the book.
Page numbers
69-87

9

These first pages encompass but one spring
day during which we meet five of the seven
major characters. First we are introduced
to Septimius, Robert, Hagburn, and Rose Garfield, friends discussing the meaning of a
human being's short, m::>rtal life. Then
Septimius meets with his sponsor, the local
minister, and they discuss Septimius' lack
of enthusiasm for the ministry, his chosen
profession. Also, at supper, we meet Septimius' housemate, his Aunt Keziah. And that
evening, the alarm is sounded through his
village of Concord that the British are coming.

Van Doren, p. 247.
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Page numbers
88-124

The following day, aroused by jealousy over a
kiss stolen from Rose by a British officer and
perhaps also by patriotism, Septimius takes
his gun and views the skirmishes from a nearby hilltop. There, by chance, he encounters
the British soldier who stole .the kiss. They
duel. The young soldier, Cyril Norton, though
mortally wounded, does not die before he bequeaths his possessions to Septimius: a key,
a manuscript, his sword, other artifacts which
Septimius is asked to send to an address in
England. While Septimius buries Norton, the
minister happens by, sanctions Septimius'
patriotic act, delivers a eulogy, and leaves.
Septimius goes home, puts away artifacts,
visits Rose.

124-138

Day three begins here, reinforcing Septimius'
and Rose's love. Some time passes, noted by
Robert's recovery from a war injury, and
Septimius begins to look at the Norton Manuscript, a document needing translation.

138-147

Summer arrives, and Septimius is torn between
spending time with Rose pr time with the manuscript. The manuscript wins out, and he
deciphers one sentence.

147-160

Summer passes as Septimius studies. With
autumn comes the sixth character, Sybil Dacy.
Septimius meets her on the hill where he walks.
Rose explains that Sybil has come to Concord
to recuperate from a nervous breakdown.
Septimius studies alone through the winter,
isolated by snow.

160-177

Spring of the year brings Dr. Portsoaken to
check on his niece Sybil, whom Septimius now
often walks with on the hill. Septimius
and Dr. Portsoaken meet and discuss his manuscript, Dr. Portsoaken suggesting the secret
ingredient to be the Sanguinea sanguinissima.

292-304

Having decided to include Sybil in his inunortal
life, Septimius fantasizes with her about their
future, what they will do each 100 years.

304-324

Rose and Robert's wedding is celebrated in late
autumn or early winter. Septimius attends but
leaves early with Sybil to drink the elixir ..
Sybil, drinking first, discloses her deception
and hatred of Septimius and her engagement to
Cyril Norton. She dies, the elixir being
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poisonous, and drops the container, leaving
Septimius alive.
324-328

Sybil is found dead the next day. Septimius
is missing. An inquiry is held, and Dr.
Portsoaken confesses the scheme of revenge
against Septimius for killing Cyril Norton.
The book ends with Hawthorne's typical ambiguousness:
"Rumors there have been, however, at various
times that there appeared an American claimant
who had made out his right to the great estate
of Smithell Hall, and had dwelt there, and
left posterity • • • • Whether this was our
Septimius I cannot tell: but I should have
been rather sorry to believe that after such
a splendid scheme as he entertained, he should
have been content to settle down into the fat
substance and reality of English life and die
in his due time, and be buried like any other
man•\ (SF, p. 327).

This plot seems to follow quite easily.
spine-tj.ngling, it is, at least, intriguing.
thorne~· s

Perhaps not
Through Haw-

care of noting the passing seasons, the rea.der can

be quite sure of the time span.

Also the setting is constant,

being the house and hill of Concord at all times except
Septimius• one visit to Boston.

Greater space is devoted to

specific days, 200-plus pages; only 50 pages is given to
summaries of longer time spans.
Another unity of the work is its concentrati.on on one
character.

All major scenes involve Septimius directly, for

this is the story of his quest, none other.

Thus·he is seen

with one or more characters or by himself, but not one other
major character or characters haye an independent scene, fo;r;
as Hawthorne specifically states early in the text of Septimius Felton, ''Our story is an internal one'' (SF, p. 871,
Things outside the mind of Septimius· occur only if they ha,ve
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some specific bearing on him.

This centrality may aid the

feeling of super simplicity some readers gain from Septimius
Felton; they complain that it is an over-written short story.
Admittedly the story line lacks complexity.

That fact accept-

ed, however, one should not feel disappointed by Hawthorne
and bemoan again and again the failing
genius.

talents of an aging

Certainly very few artists, if any, write only pro-

found works.

They have larger and smaller achievements.

Considering that Hawthorne was writing for money, was pressed
for time, and was in poor health, he seems to be doing amazingly effective work in Septimius Felton, putting together a
followable and interesting story which has important

structur~

al unity.
The theme of this work experiences equal difficulty in
being accepted because of its deceptive simplicity.

Because

Septimius is in quest of the elixir of life, many critics
assume that the major theme is immortality, a.nd agree with
Henry James that such a theme is unconvincingly presented in
this novel; the reader never really believes in the elixir,
just that one young fellow is obviously obsessed with it.
For the reader there is little question that the elixir which
is associated only with evil will ever bring its desired
results.

But Hawthorne is not here working out his thoughts

on immortality; the idea of immortality concerned him at different times in his life as evidenced in his notebooks, but
he had reached a conclusion, had come to grips with the issue,
so to speak, long before writing Septimius Felton, as Edward
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Wagenknecht points out:
The death of Washington Allston before he had
finished Belshazzar's Feast cause him [Hawthorne]
to speculate--Back to Methuselah-fashion--on
what it would mean to be sure of life until our
work were done. But though he wavers somewha.t
in his attitude, he knows that life as we live it
here gains in charm and value through its transitoriness .10
. ·
In the book itself there is evidence from the star.t that
Septimius' feelings about his need for inunortality are wrong,
for when he thinks to himself that he, at least, might never
die, Hawthorne conunents directly:
It is an instinct, the meaning of which is mistaken. We have strongly within us the sense of
an undying principle, and we transfer that true
sense to this life and to the body, instead of
interpreting it justly as the promise of spiri..tual inunortality (SF, p. 83).
While Hawthorne of ten maintained a preaching stance
with his readers, admonishing them of one principle or another,
it does appear that he would need to spend more careful time
developing a convincing struggle between the evil and good
rewards of a quest for inunortality.

Still would he want to

spend more time than that needed for a short story to point
out the same theme he had expressed in ''The Man of Adamant, "·
that earthly mortality is a poor goal?

A novel '·s theme may

be simple, but it need not be simple-minded, and critics

a~e

disappointed because there is obviously Faustian-type work
offering no deep study of that theme ..
Still looking for the complex, other cri.tics try to
10wagenknecht, Man and Writer, p. 188,
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squeeze some meaning from the isolated- artist theme found in
much of Hawthorne '·s work.

But more than any other "isolate,"

Septimius finds no sympathy from his creator.
dained for his choices, shown to be wrong.

He is dis-

Such a theme as

isolation could prove to be quite complex if we accept the
"isolate" as symbol for Hawthorne himself.

Terence Martin

finds that Hawthorne condemns any artist, himself included,
who maintains isolation in the face of national emergency.
Millicent Bell finds an even more complex interpreta.tion:
In his desire for a magic elixir, he [Septimius]
expresses the same impulse to get outside the
human sphere which Hawthorne felt to be dangerous in the artist. He craves such knowledge
concerning human events as is not normally
granted to men.
It is the kind of knowledge
Ethan Brand wanted . . . • 11
·
Hawthorne was ill and old when he wrote this novel, but
he was not incapable of writing a coherent piece of literature with a clear theme.

And this novel is not one whose

theme for 250 pages is telling a reader that those who look
to find answers not generally given to men are treading the
wrong path or that those who do not engage in active military
service are traitors.

At the same time, there is more in

this book than the two interesting ironies which James Folsom
points out: 1) that Septimius must, by following the manuscript guidelines, live a nearly invalid life in order for the
elixir to take effect, and 2) that the elixir so-long sought

.
12
t urns ou t t o b e poison.

With such ironies we still

11 Bell, Hawthorne's View, p. 70.
12
Folsom, Man's Accidents, p. 114.

h~ve
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the "Do not delve into mysteries of God'' theme, equally profound with the 1930's horror-pictures themes.
What we do have, however, is an

exciti~gly

strange

story, somewhat flawed, written by an artist in poor health.
What ideas he would choose to confront might be simpler than
those he had dealt with when he was younger and healthier,
but he would choose a saleable conflict that was clear to him
from his years of living.

Edward Wagenknecht hits the nail

on the head, though he fails to pound it into the solid wood
of this novel with the ease he might have:
As a man with a Calvinistic inheritance,
Hawthorne had to do more thinking about Providence than about immortality. The old Calvin-·
istic foreordination and election were not for
him, and depravity in his eyes was universal
but not total • • • • He recognized the limitations imposed on freedom of choice by inheritance and temperment and, above all, by our own
acts, which may, at last, so enmesh us that the
area in which we are able to move freely is very
narrow .. 13
The conflict in Septimius Felton need not be any more
complex than the struggle of man to choose right from wrong,
but it continues to be interesting as the choice is given
several times and through several means.

Ea.ch time Septi.mius.

can choose, he chooses not only through reason but a.lso through
emotion.

He is often drawn to good by his good compa.nions,

but he is drawn to evil by his over-powering fascination with
evil.

He is initially drawn to Rose, who is good, but to stay

with her he would have to give up his dreams of
13

Wagenknecht, Man and Writer, p. 189.

immortality~
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He is strongly influenced by Robert to join the almost holy
Revolutionary War, yet the lure of the unknown, the untasted
fruit from his imagined Eden which offers, as it did· Eve, the
chance of immortality keeps him from joining.

But while the

choice is given several times and while Septimius refuses
good each time, the choice is not denied him, not even to
the very end, for while thinking of drinking the distilled
liquid with Sybil, he knows he should destroy it and accept

the limitations of mortal life, still he chooses to drink.
Hawthorne adds validity to this reading in the conversation the minister and Septimius first have in the book.
The minister says:
"Men
They
ever
with

like you have to fight for their faith.
fight in the first place to win it, and
afterwards to hold it. The Devil tilts
them daily, and often seems to win."

"Yes; but," replied Septimius, "he takes the
deadly weapons now.
If he meet me with the
pure, cold steel of a spiritual argument, I
might win or lose, and still not feel that
all was lost; but he takes, as it were, a great
clod of earth, massive rocks and mud, soil, and
dirt, and flings it at me overwhelmingly; so
that I am buried under it" (SF, pp. 80-81).
In Christian symbolism, that which the body is composed of is
but a lump of clay, "the Lord God formed man of the dust of
the ground"

(Gen. 2:7), and fallen man must resist the evils

of the flesh and cultivate his love of God and the spiritual.
Paul's words point this out in Romans 7:25:

''So then with

the mind I myself serve the law of God; but with the flesh
the law of sin."

It seems entirely pla.usible then that

Septimius• struggle is not a quest for earthly immortality in
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and of itself or a chastisement of the passive or overinquisitive artist, but the struggle of sinful man against
the forces of evil, against an evil which is as carefully
suited to his personality weaknesses (he is the thoughtful,
scholarly type), as the fruit was suited to Eve 1 ·s weakness
of appetite and knowledge.

And the conflict is interesting

because we know the temptation is wrong, but we keep hoping
the hero will recognize that fact too and choose what is also
so obviously right.
What is perhaps most wonderful about reading the novel
with this theme is that it does not require great inference
as does a.psychological reading, nor does it seem grossly
overt as does the immortality reading.

This theme, while

apparent, is not "moralized" conspiciously throughout the
novel, not even at the end; it is amazingly subtle.

McPherson

agrees that the "only basis on which he [Hawthorne] had lost
interest in the moral problems of right and wrong was on the
superficial level of statement---of pointing a moral.

11

14

William Stein is more specific:
In this obscurity lies hidden the core of the
greatest novel ever projected by Hawthorne . •
Using the device of the elixir of life, usually
termed one of his eccentric Gothic preoccupations,
Hawthorne opens up vast fields of speculation,
not only on the present destiny of mankind, but
on the future course of civilization.
Inverting the spiritual outlook of the Puritans,
this New England generation repeats the error of

14

McPherson, Hawthorne as Mythmaker, p. 192.
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the past; it ignores the immutable texture of
human nature, defining its values in terms of
false ideals. Mankind, Hawthorne implies, can
neither deify the devil nor minimize his power.
The evil principle must be recognized . • • met
and conquered.15
Yet Hawthorne does not step in, though he easily could
have, and note how Septimius is not depending on God, but is
committing the same sin Satan and Eve and Adam committed,
trusting self.

Certainly he suggests this when Septimius,

Robert, and Rose are first seen talking on the hill.

Says

Rose:
"But I think it was worth while to be born, if
only for the sake of one such pleasant spring
morning as this; and God gives us many and better
things when these are past."
"We hope so," said Septimius, who was again
looking on the ground.
"But.who knows?"
11 I
thought you knew," said Robert Hagburn.
You have been to college and have learned, no
doubt, a great many things. You are a student
of theology, too, and have looked into these
matters. Who should know, if not you?"

"Rose and you have just as good means of
ascertaining these points as I," said Septimius;
"all the certainty that lies on the surface, as
it should, and equally accessible to every man
or woman.
If we try to grope deeper, we labor
for naught, and get less wise while we try to
be more so. If life were long enough to enable
us thoroughly to sift these matters, then,
indeed! --but it is so short! . .
"
"You are unfair, Septimius
[said Robert]. Live
and let live! • . • Give me my seventy years, and
let me go,--my seventy years of what this life
has,--toil, enjoyment, suffering, struggle, fight,
rest--only let me have my share of what~· s going,
and I shall be content."
15 stein, Hawthorne's Faust, p. 154.
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'~Content with leaving everything at odd ends;
content with being nothing, as you were before!"

"No, Septimius, content with heaven at last,"
said Rose • • • (SF, pp. 75-76).
What Septimius has already decided is that God is unfair,
unjust.

And as Stein has pointed out, he refuses to recog-

nize that he will not gain from an immortal life in a world
of sin, that the life of fallen man can only be accepted for
what is, an existence that precedes '1 heaven at last."

He

deludes himself until when he is fantasizing with Sybil he
believes he can only appreciate an experience if_ given a
hundred years in which to study it, but what is gained of
studying a certain sinful way of life for 100 years--doubtless, very little.

The choice of evil here is grotesque;

still the choice is individual, and the reader watches a man
ignore God, the source of life, and choose evil until there
are no choices left.
When the novel is viewed as a man's struggle, choosing
between the forces of good or evil, certain elements of the
book, which have been considered flaws, seem far less
tionable.

ques~

For example, the argument that the ending is too

brief seems slightly unfair.

Obviously when the elixir, the

central vehicle of Septimius' choice, is removed, the
for the story to continue is greatly reduced.

ne~d

Also, the

argument that the many symbols do not complement each other
and are too numerous to be effective seems less important when
one sees that each symbol is a part of the evilness Septimius
must choose or reject.

Instead of being a liability, each
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symbol becomes an affirmation of the fact that the quest is
evil, for each symbol is heavily a.ssociated with evil,

Aunt

Keziah's brew, bad in its origin; the mysterious purple
flower, bad in its strangeness; the poisonous spider-pet,
Orantes, bad in its devil likeness.

Each time he

con~ronts

an evil symbol or a good symbol (Rose, Robert or the minister),
Septimius contemplates his own situation and could decide
that his quest for immortality is an evil one:
Septimius wondered if he [Orontes] were not the
type of Doctor Portsoaken himself, who, fat and
bloated as the spider, seemed to be the center
of some dark contrivance (SF, p. 244).
But though Septimius does contemplate the evilness which
surrounds him, he does not ·break away.

He becomes more a,nd

more calloused to evil until he decides to sever all his
connections with the good people he knows, choosing the
and Sybil and a grotesque eternity.

elix~r.

The last choice the

reader sees him make is the choice ©f evil.
While both the plot and the theme can be assessed as
strengths of this· novel, they alone would not captiva.te a
reader, for the action in the story is not highly suspenseful and the moral takes time to discover.

And there .i.s a

certain joy gained from reading this book, a joy which one
feels before he takes time to reason out strengths.

Part of

this joy exists in memorable scenes, beautifully written.
Every section is not exquisite, every page is not

poetic~

but many paragraphs are exquisite, many sentences poetic.
Critics sympathetic to Ha.wthorne

have noted some of these

passages, but they have not quoted or explored the reasons for
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·their beauty.

Mark Van Doren points out three scenes: 1) ''the

death of the officer," 2) ''the burial,'' and, 3) ''the discovery
of Sybil Dacy. 1116

Nina Baym praises one more important

passage, Robert Hagburn's appeal to Septimius to join the
war effort. 17

Since these are passages which have already

received attention through recognition, they, more than others
that might also be chosen, seem to have earned study justifying their praise; yet to quote all four of these passages
would require more space than can be afforded in this paper,
I will, therefore, look only at two of these.
The death of the young officer, really Septimius'
reaction to that death, is, as Van Doren explains,

11

one of the

most touching and brilliant events in all of Hawthorne'': 18
Septimius did as the young man requested and then
stood, leaning against one of the neighboring
pines, watching his victim with a tender concern
that made him feel as if the convulsive throes
that p~ssed through his frame were felt equally
with his own. There was a murmuring from the
youth's lips which seemed to Septimius swift,
soft, and melancholy, like the voice of a child.
when it has some naughtiness to confess to its
mother at bedtime; contrite pleading, yet trusting. So it continued for a few minutes; then
there was a sudden st~rt and struggle, as if he
were striving to rise; his eyes met those of
Septimius with a wild, troubled gaze, but as the
latter caught him in his arms he was dead.
~ptimius laid the body softly down on the leaf,...
strewn earth, and tried, as he had heard was the
custom with the dead, to compose the features
distorted by dying agony. He then flung himself
on the ground at a little distance, and gave himself up to reflections suggested by the str~nc;e
16 van Doren! p. 240.
18 van Doren, p. 240.

17 Baym, p. 260.
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occurrences of the last

hour~

He had taken a human life; and however the circumstances might excuse him,--might make the
thing even something praiseworthy, and that
would be called patriotic,--still it was not
at once that fresh country youth could see anything but horror in the blood with which his
hand was stained.
It seemed so dreadful to have
reduced this gay, animated, beautiful being to a
lump of dead flesh for the flies to settle upon,
and which in a few hours would begin to decay;
which must be a horror to men•s eyes; the delicious beauty for woman to love; that strength
and courage to make him famous among men,--all
come to nothing (SF, pp. 108, 109).
·
This passage grips the reader by maintaining a tonal tension
akin to suspense.

This tension is effected not by the actions

themselves but by juxtaposed word groups which do not allow
one to relax with one simple reaction to the scene but which
keep one unsettled until the last phrase of the passage.

The

sweet silence Septimius experiences in first watching the
dead body seems almost pleasant when the words read ''There
was a murmuring from the youth's lips which seemed to Septimius swift, soft, and melancholy."

The allitera.tive "s\s'\

sooth and shush, but not all is quiet, for words like "convulsive 11 and ''naughtiness'' intrude and ask one to suspect the
silence.

'Trusting'' contrasts to ''pleading,"

1

11

laid the body

softly down" to "'met with a wild, troubled gaze,'' "compose•,•
to ••agony. 11·

And part of the fear is the horror of death

opposed to the beauty of life, "this

g~y

animated, beautiful

being" now just "a lump of dead flesh for the flies to settle
upon.''

But the suspense created here does not end with horror

for death, but with the meaningle.ssness of death in light of
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the importance of living, living for love, with "strength and
courage."

The fact that living seems now so important makes

death even more awful--"all come to nothing."

The intensity

which grows in the reader, the empathy evoked from the reader by this pondering over a reaction of a character to death,
proves its effectiveness.

Certainly many, if not all, have

known enough of death to understand the stages outlined in so .
few words .... -simple recognition and sadness, great hate and
fear of the physical horror, total frustration and grief
from the finality and futility of the death of the young.
A second passage, the burial, emphasizes the overwhelm-

ing intensity which accompanies the last act done for an indi·vidual.

Here it seems to be the only act occurring in the

universe, the effect nearly hypnotic;
He hastened down to the house, and brought up

a shovel and a pick axe, and began his unwanted
task of grave-digging, delving earnestly a deep
pit, sometimes pausing in his toil, while the
sweat drops poured from him, to look at the
beautiful clay that was to occupy it. Sometimes
he paused, too, to listen to the shots that pealed
in the far distance, towards the east, whither
the battle had long since rolled out of reach and
almost out of hearing.
It seemed to have gathered
about itself the whole life of the land, attending along its bloody course in a struggling
throng of shouting, shooting men, so still and
solitary was everything left behind it.
It
seemed the very midland solitude of the world
where Septimius was delving at the grave.
He
and his dead were alone together, and he was
going to put the body under the sod, and be quite
alone (SF, pp. 111-12).
With few but deeply solemn rites the young strcmger
was laid by the minister and the youth who slew
him in his grave. A prayer was made, and then
Septimius, gat~ering some branches and twigs,
spread them over the face that was turned upward
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from the bottom of the pit, into which the
sun gleamed downward, throwing its rays so as
almost to touch it. The twigs partially hid it,
but still its white shone through. Then the
minister threw a handful of earth upon it, and,
accustomed as he was to burials, tears fell from
his eyes along with the mould {SF, pp. 113, 114).
There are several separate pressures creating the intensity felt in this passage:

the physical task of digging,

the enveloping action of continued battle, the emotional trauma
of a funeral.

Naturally each of these intensities is parti-

cularly·aided by word choices.

One nearly feels the shovel

in his hand as Hawthorne describes Septimius' actions, his
"delving earnestly a deep pit, pausing in his toil, while the
sweat drops poured from him. •
the "delving" is repeated.

" Later in the paragraph

Such a word evokes far more than

the words ''digging'' or ''shoveling. 0

Here we have a man

clawing out his grief, toiling not working, on a final rest ....
ing place for another human being.
The continuing battle which surrounds Septimius and
the dead man is not intense in sound but in silence.,-.-quiet
almost in reverence of the secret funeral:

~'It

[the battle]

seems to have_ gathered about itself the whole life of the
land, • • • so still • • • was everything behind it.

It

seemed the very midland solitude of the world where Septimius.
was delving at the grave."

Even the sound of these words is

soft: "so," "still,'' "world, '1 "where."

The silence is in-

tense and lonely.
Hawthorne intensifies the feeling

o~

!onliness, reiter'!"'\

ating the same thought using fewer and fewer words.

"He and
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his dead" is restated in two words, "alone together•• and re""'.
duced finally to but one,

11

alone. 11

The intense separateness

Septimius feels is effectively shown and felt through
Hawthorne 1 s

;~'"l,reful
.·.-·

attention to wording. ·

"•."-~- .,.,..-i- ~--~

Yet· tl1;;~ pressure of the preceding pages must be relieved, if the novel is to continue successfully; after all,
Hawthorne carefully

this event occurs early on in the book.
blends three elements here:

the soft mood of sunset, the

covering of the body, and the tears of grief.

Certainly

''bright mid..-day sun" could only continue the intensity of
the scene.

Sunset offers rest for the dead and shadows of

seclusion for the mourners, shadows of privacy, for often
grief can be experienced only alone.

The sunts rays touch

the body almost as a symbol of Divine approval.

The physical

evidence removed and the body covered, the physical horror of
death is hidden offering the important finality of_ giving
back to the earth one of its children.

The tears of_ grief

offer a symbol of relief, for after the tears comes some
peace.

The living have done then what they could and must

resume living.

All these ideas are carefully worded with soft,

soothing sounds that help restore the reader as he too_ grieves
over this death: "prayer, 1• "mould, 11 ''solemn."
While these passages in Hawthorne are moving and ever
appreciated by some readers, one of the most exciting parts
of this novel is something that is often
thorne, the bizarre.

intrigui~g

in Haw-

Hawthorne adored unusual elements and

was even hampered to some extent in this novel by his

~nclu-
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sion of too many such elements;

the manuscript, the purple

flower, the bloody footstep, the spider.
tions are wonderful to read.

But their descrip-

Of these, the one most excit-

ingly bizarre is Aunt Keziah's legend of their Indian
tor, the immortal Sagamore.

ances~

As she explains it, though the

man is wise and good, he is not open to new ideas and impedes
the progress the younger tribesmen would like to see:
So a deputation of the best and bravest of the
tribe went to the great Sachem, and told him
their thoughts, and reverently desired his consent to be put out of the world; and the undying
one agreed with them that it was better for his
own comfort that he should die. And that he had
long been weary of the world, having learned all
that it could teach him, and having, chiefly,
learned to despair of ever making the Red Race
much better than they now were. So he cheer~
fully consented, and told them to kill him if
they could: at first they tried the stone hatchet,
which was broken against his skull; and then they
shot arrows at him, which could not pierce the
toughness of his skin; and finally they plastered
up his nose and mouth (which kept uttering wisdom
to the last) with clay, and set him to bake in
the sun; so at last his life burnt out of .his
breast, tearing his body to pieces, and he died
(SF, pp. 183,· 184).
Who but Hawthorne could imagine a body impervious to death
save by stuffing the breathing passages with clay, letting
the clay bake, thus ending the man's life.

If anything proves

to me that Hawthorne was not ''over the hill" with this novel
it is these wonderfully unusual passages that make Hawthorne
Hawthorne.
Thus through strength of plot and theme 1 through bea.uty
of passages intensely emotional or excitingly bizarre, Hawthorne has given us a novel.

He has been careful to make his
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story fit within reasonable and followable time.

He has

recorded an earthly struggle which is still important today,
man's choice between good and evil.

But he has not let us

be bored with reason; he has involved us emotionally, in both
intense drama and in his own unique imagination.

THE FINAL ACHIEVEMENT: THE CHARACTERS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE
For all the arguments made in the preceding chapters
defending the quality of se:etimius Felton, there are sufficient counter arguments to put this thesis in jeopardy.
Since it was first published, Septimius Felton, has faced
acceptance only as an unfinished "could-have-been'."'great,"
a book in which too many elements seem not to cohere.

When

speaking of the fragments in 1902, George Woodberry expressed
a concensus still widely accepted that:
That element of life, which has been spoken of
before, as the germinal power in Hawthorne's
imaginative work; is gone; here are only relics
and fragments, the costume and settings, the
figures, the sentiment, the beauty of surface,
the atmosphere of romance; but the story has
refused to take life.l
While Nina Baym's 1976 view of Septimius Felton is more sympathetic than Woodberry's, it, too, suggests that the book
cannot quite stand on its own, that it only promises "to be
the best thing of its kind Hawthorne had done.•,• 2
There is, however, more than promise to this novel;
there is at least the beginnings of coherence, a blend of for:tr1
and content.

But this blend is not in the elixir of life

alone, nor in yet undeciphered system of bizarre symbols but

1 woodberry, Nathaniel Hawthorne, P~ 289.
2

Baym, p. 261.
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in the construction of the characters.
Surprisingly enough, one of the most criticized

"relics'~

of Septimius Felton has been the characterization, the fictional people found to be either monotonous recreations or amusing
re-creations from Hawthorne•s conventional store.

Hugo

McPherson describes them by saying that "·in terms of realistic roundness, not one of the protagonists of the last romances lives. 113

Others agree with McPherson, and no one yet

has questioned whether "realistic roundness" was ever intended
of the characters in Septimius Felton.

Certainly Hawthorne

readers often accept less than "realistic roundness'' from
Hawthorneis characters; for instance few readers, if any,
could classify such memorables as Clifford Pyncheon or Arthur
Dimmesdale as realistically round.
Septimius Felton

And the characters in

have a purpose which not only discounts

at least to some degree the need for roundness but also
fies their being read and studied.

justi~

In a very special way,

the seven major characters blend three important elements
discussed in Chapter III,· revealing the theme while remaining
uniquely bizarre and beautifully described.
The seven characters are Septimius Felton, Aunt Keziah,
Rose Garfield, Sybil Dacy, Robert Hagburn, the local minister,
and Dr. Jabez Portsoaken.

In studying each character

indivi~

dually and then viewing all seven as a group, one can recognize

3

Mcpherson, p. 192.
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the characters' importance in making this more than a discarded fragment.

As individuals, each is a type of Hawthorne

character, but one -that as Mark Van Doren defends it, "enriches itself with past treasures. ,. 4
even is some small roundness.

For some of them there

Yet their most important func-

tion in the book remains their lack of roundness, their rather
overt "typedness. ••

One must, however, look first at the

individual characterizations before the workings of the
seven as a whole can be accepted.
The protaganist, Septimius, has received the most attention by critics because the whole book concentrates on the
man and his relation to other characters and to himself.
Only briefly is he ever eliminated from the narrative,

And

Septimius is not wholly unlike other of Ha.wthorne 1 s evil
protagonists; he can be most easily identified

as

one of the

scientists, the most closely related prototypes being Aylmer
from "·The Birthmark" and Dr. Rappa,ccini from "Rappaccini 1 s
Daughter."

All three work with a potion ..

Aylmer concocts

an elixir which will cure Georgiana of her imperfection;
Dr. Rappaccini distills the most deadly poison in the world;
Septimius works to create a liquid of immortality.

And ea.ch

man expE!riments on his nearest and dearest companion.--Aylmer
killing his wife, Rappaccini his daughter, Septimius his aunt.
All three isolate themselves as much as possible and a.llow the
joy of experimentation to supercede the enjoyment of the human
4

Van Doren, p.

247~
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beings on whom they are experimenting.

And even here,

Septimius is not quite the same, for while he was always a
solitary person, he is not a scientist by profession or inclination.

He was to have been a minister, the son of a.

farmer, grandson of a preacher.
With his ancestry, Septimius is further related to
other Hawthorne types, for Septimius is also burdened with a
possibly disreputable ancestry, very much like that of Young
Goodman Brown.

Septimius is linked to a noble English family

whose bloody footprints mar his life (figuratively speaking),
at least partially by passing on to him scholarly tendencies.
But his past is even darker because his first American ancestor married an Indian, and that could only mean a bent
toward evil and worship of evil (at least in Hawthorne).

And

while the off-spring of the Puritan and the Indian was civilized, made to be a farmer, Septimius• great-grandfather was
hanged for witchcraft, and his contemporary relative, his
Aunt, continually associates herself with broomsticks and
brews.

Unlike Young Goodman Brown, Septimius grows up in the

knowledge of his heritage and is far less naive than his
counterpart.
The isolation which Septimius experiences only intensifies his negative qualitie.s.

But while isolation often warps

Hawthorne's characters, Septimius has suffered from isolation
initially, before the immortality quest, not entirely by
choice but by tendency and necessity--in order to study:
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Septimius has early manifested a taste for
study,. By the kind aid of the good minister
of the town, he had been fitted for college
• • • (SF, p. 7 2) •
However, he had not always been isolated; in childhood, he
had been close to two other characters, Robert and Rose, and
studies had separated them.

And though by the time the

reader meets him, Septimius enjoys "the fireside heat and
lamplight'' because it suits ''the artificial, intellectual,
and moral atmosphere derived from books • . • still he felt
the pleasure of being warmed through this natural heat [the
sun] • • • (SF, p. 78}.

He still can enjoy what other

people enjoy.
Considering the evil of the Felton ancestry, both spiritual and intellectual, coupled with Septimius '' isolation, one
might assume that Septimius is fated to become an evil witchdoctor, having the intellectual power to decipher the hieroglyphics of the elixir
create the liquid.
ter.

for~ula

and the Satanic wizardry to

But ·this same person chose to be a minis-

The option for good exists.

And Septimius is continually

presented with choices until at the end of the book he almost
destroys the bottle and the elixir it contains.
"This beautiful goblet! What a pity to
break it:" said Sybil •
uyou cannot
find it in your heart to do it.''
"I could,--I can. So thou wilt not drink.
with me?" he answered (SF, p. 318}.
The problem is that he either decides on an evil course purposely or justifies to himself the wrong choice he makes.

He

could choose the warmth of Rose's companionship; he knows that
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"her love would be the sunshine in the gloomy dungeon of his
life" (SF, p. 122).

But to have her, he must give up his

devotion to intellect, and he refuses.
And so, in the kiss which these two lovers
had exchanged there was, after all, something
that repelled {SF, p. 122).
As well as needing a woman ~s love, Septi.mius also needs
companionship with his fellowmen.
meant patriotic involvement.

In 1775 tha.t .companionship

As he sees the British, he be-

comes uncontrollably restless; and taking a gunf proceeds to
the hill over which the enemy army is marching.

He· stands

concealed, ready to shoot, but does nothing until forced out
of his hiding place by the young British officer, Cyril
Norton.

Septimius never really joins .the patriotic action of

his own accord.
However, his own inclinations are encouraged by his
friends, the minister and Robert Hagburn, who beg him to join
forces with the American army, to fight for his country, but
both times he refuses the entreaties, though he obviously
recognizes a need for companionship.

His recognition becomes

most apparent in the very moving scene that occurs when
Septimius attends the wedding of Rose and Robert,

After

con~

gratulating Rose, Septimius contemplates his relationship to
people, and though his feelings are mixed at first, he

sudden~

ly experiences an overwhelming need to be a part of the
"brotherhood of man," a feeling very similar to that of
Clifford watching the parade from the balcony window in The
House of The Seven Gables:
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He felt a gushing tenderness for them
(all people),as if he would have flung
aside his endless life, and rushed among
them, saying-·
"Embrace me. I am still one of you, and
will not leave you.
Hold me fast!" (SF,
pp. 311, 312)
But here, as always, he does not follow his correct inclina..tion.

Rather like Agrippa, he says to Robert {Paul), ''You

almost make me envy you" (SF, p. 278).

"A,lmost thou per-

suadest me" (Acts 26:28).
Whi.le it is never clear exactly why he resists( one finds
that decisions are linked to misconceptions and that near the
very beginning he misinterprets one thing in particular, just
as Richard Digby, another minister, deludes himself to believe everyone wrong but himself, "being well pleased that
Providence had intrusted him alone, of mortals, with the
treasure of a true faith."
And now the new, strange thought of the suffi~
ciency of the world for.man, if man were only
sufficient for that, kept recurring to hi~; and
with it came a certain sense, which he had
been conscious of before, that he, at least,
might never die. The feeling was not peculiar
to Septimius. It is an instinct, the meaning of
which is mistaken. We have strongly within us
the sense of an undying principle, and we.transfer that true sense to this life and to the body,
instead of interpreting it justly as the promise
of spiritual immortality (SF, p. 83).
And Septimius subsequently makes other misinterpretations.
When he says "How cold I am now while this whirlpool of publie feeling is eddying around me!"

(SF~

p. 97)

1

Hawthorne says,

"He was wrong • • . He was restless as a flame'' {SF, p. 97).
And after killing the young British officer, he cannot
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accept himself as forgiven or as patriotic.

Then there is the

experiment with. the brewed elixir he tries on his Aunt.
Finally when he is fantasizing about immortal

li~e

wi.th Sybil

Dacey, he really loses control, spouting nearly irrational
ideas at times, utterly deluding himself.

A.nd despite the

delusions, at the end of the book, he is still able to recognize that certain choices exist.

He still could destroy the

elixir.
I can point to no other Hawthorne cha:i:;-a,cter who eyen
begins to resemble him other than Arthur Dimmesdale from The
Scarlet Letter.

While there are notable contrasts between

the two, they are very much alike.

Both are ministers and

both are plagued by non-adherence to their right inclinations;
- ... septimius continuing to work on an elixir of life and not
turning to God fo:t: eternal life. a,nd Dimmesdale refusing to
admit his guilt with Hester on the scaffold.

And these har-

bored sins cause real physical impairment to both men,
Dinunesdale not only flogs himself, but he also may have
carved the letter "A" on his chest.

He grows paler,

And in

another memorably described scene Septimius looks in a mirror;on one rare occasion and is surprised at his discovery:
Yet now he was drawn to it {his face], by
seeing how strangely white it was, and gazing
at it, he observed that since he considered it
last, a very deep furrow, or corrugation, or
fissure • • • had indented hi.s brow, rising from
the commencement of his nose towards the center
of the forehead (SF, p. 226).
And later he had "a singular fancy that his heart was

gradu~lly

drying up and that he must get moisture for it, or else it
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would soon be like a withered

leaf•~

(.SF, p. 228}.

While Hawthorne has the respective townspeople react
differently to each character, in either handling the reader
is aware of the character's breakdown.

The people of Salem

enjoy Dimmesdale more every week, attributing his paleness
to his devo:tion to religious study.

His sermons grow mo:t;"e

and more powerful as the reader becomes more and more aware
of his failings.

Septimius' most noticeable disintegration,

however, comes with the more and more frequent statements from
his fellow villagers connecting him and the Black man.
But what is most important about both men as characters
is that they seem to be types of real men.

And Septimius, .

while evil by nature, is able to feel .the right inclinations,
as is Dimmesdale.

And both men are destroyed by failing to

make the right decisions concerning a whole direction in life.
Both succumb to the flesh.
"Yes; but," replied Septimius, "he !the Devil]
takes deadly weapons now. If he meet me with
the cold pure steel of a spiritual argument,
I might win or lose, and still not feel that
all was lost; but he takes, as it were, a
great clod of earth, massive rocks and mud,
soil and dirt, and flings it a.t me overwhelmingly; so that I am buried under it'~ (SF, pp. 80, 81) "
Equally important is the fact that Septimius is one of
Hawthorne's few novel-length male heros.

In fact, he is the

only protagonist of either sex in the novels to be so exceedingly dominant as character.
billing in Scarlet Letter.

Not even Hester can claim solo
Septimi.us appears. to be Hawthorne ts

attempt to expand his characterization of one centra,1

char~c~
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ter.

I have recently recognized his need of expansion in the

story of Aylmer, and perhaps Hawthorne also felt a need to
expand a character, something he could not have claimed to do
since Scarlet Letter.
However dominant the character of Septimius may be, he
is not the only character in the novel, and his closest
relation is Aunt Keziah.

(I will for the time being cons,i.der

Rose a lover, not a half-sister.)

She

i~ediately

reminds

the reader of Mother Rigby in "Feathertop" because both women
have the unusual habit of pipe smoking.

Although Aunt Keziah

has no Dicken to light her pipe with a coal from the fire,
Hawthorne describes her as ''continually'' smoking
(SF, p. 219).

'~her

pipe"

But an even more meaningful comparison is tha,t

of their "magical" powers.

While the reader finds Hawthorne

using Mother Rigby to help him create a "·moralized legend,
she has no morals of her own
ers. ••

particularly~

only magical pow-

Aunt Keziah, like Septimius a descendant of the India.n-

mixed settlers, has a mysterious understanding of root and
herb medicines; in fact, she keeps her life-enhancing brew
constantly bubbling in a kettle by the fire.

Hawthorne

de~

scribes her numerous times , but this passage is memorable:
• • • and to say the truth, Aunt Keziah was
as worthy of being sworn at as any woman could
well be, for whatever she might have been in
her younger days, she was at this time a strange
mixture of an Indian Squaw and herb doctress ·
with the crabbed old maid, and a mingling of the
witch aspect running throughout all , • • she
was of hue a dusky yellow, and she looked very
cross (SF, p. 166}.
Of course, those last four words, "she looked ver.y c;i::ossr"
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cannot help but link Aunt Keziah with Hepzibah Pyncheon.
they are linked by more than frowns.

But

Both are descendents of

weal.thy Puritans, and Aunt Keziah considers herself a Christian as does the non-churchgoing Hepzibah.
like Septimius, has a dual nature.

Thus Aunt Keziah,

She is a Christian witch.

In the majority of times she is introduced, the narrator links her with witchery; however, occasionally Hawthorne
has her confront Septimius with Christian concerns.

Early

in t.he book she chides him for forgetting the blessing before
the meal and the tha.nks following, and after he combines both
prayers, she is pleased:
"That sounds good, Septimius • • • Ah! you'll
be a mighty man in the pulpit, and worthy to
keep up the name of your grandfather, who, they
say, made the leaves wither on a tree with the
fierceness of his blast against sin'' (SF, p. 86).
And while her own elixir brews on the fire, she begs .her
Seppy to go to bed, saying, "You will ruin your eyes and turn
your head, if you study till midnight in this manner.

You'll

never be a minister, if this is the way you go on" (SF, p. 317}.
However, an interesting struggle develops between these
two natures during her last sickness and at her death.

Almost

in a delirium, she talks to herself and "was heard to mutter
many wishes that she had a broomstick to fly about upon, •

.

but sometimes she murmured a little prayer" (SF, p. 219).

In

this particular incident the evil murmurs overcome the good.
Later she speaks of her herb-gathering escapades with sister
witches, but falls asleep with these words:

.
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" • • • but those are sinful thoughts, Seppy,
sinful thoughts: so I'll say a prayer
and try to sleep" (SF, p. 225).
During the actual death scene, she continually vacillates-wanting her witchcraft, wanting Christianity.

She advises

Septimius not to consort with the Devil and the next moment
dreams of living like an Indian and scalping her dead enemies.
She finishes her speech thus:
"A white woman's life is so dull! Thank
Heaven, I'm done with it. If r•m ever
to live again, may I be a whole Indian,
please my Maker!" (SF, p. 236)
This quote carries with it a very strange connotation.
Certainly any Christian would wonder how it could possibly
please heaven to return a human to the Indians, the devil's
disciples.

Ha.wthorne never explains her dual motivations.

Instead he has her say that she is a "Christian woman, but
• • • not like other Christian women" (SF, p. 233).

It may

be that her inability to understand her state as a fallen
human being causes her dilemma.
tian

women~

For she is like other Chris-

she has good qualities and bad, but instead of .

allowing one or the other to dominate completely, she struggles with both, making moves toward evil, but not quitting
Christianity entirely.
In many ways she is the female counterpart to Septimius
himself.

She can be seen as a character foreshadowing his

death by her own.

Or she could be a

character~sy.mbol

choices Septimius has, dying only to force him to
decision on his own.

m~ke

of the
a

In any event, she is a very uniq;ue

representation of a type of character who especially captivat-
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ed Hawthorne's imagination and one who deserves both mention
and study.
If more conventional than Aunt Keziah, Rose Garfield
is not less interesting as a Hawthorne heroine.

She resembles

all Hawthorne's blondes, exhibiting a natural, kind, unintellectual personality.

And her purity is eai:dly "stained''

by her acceptance of Septimius' love, much the same way that
Hilda is stained by viewing the murder in Marble Faun.
purity cannot be mixed with any evil elements.

Her

And as

Sept.imius veiws Rose from his hilltop retreat the morning
following their engagement, he notices that she does ''not
warble as usual" {SF, p. 125).
But what is unusual about the fair-haired maiden in
this book is that she is "drawn'' to a man.

Totally unlike

Hilda who continually rejects Kenyon's advances, and not
really like Priscilla who can be mesmerized by Hollingsworth,
Rose seems to be {though this remains implied) sexually
attracted by Septimius' dark nature: "There was something
• • • in his wild, mixed nature • • • that made her shiver,
even while she came closer to him for that very drea.du(SF, p.
121).

And Septimius is drawn to her as Kenyon and Hollings-

worth and Coverdale are never allowed to be drawn to their
loves:
And how was it with Septimius? Well, there
was a singular correspondence in his feelings
to those of Rose Garfield. At first, carried
away by a passion that seized him all unawares,
and seemed to develop itself all in a moment,
. • . as if his whole earthly existence depended
on her consent to be his bride (SF, op. 121, 122).

-.

-
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After she accepts the proposal, however, the romance
quickly falls apart, and Hawthorne changes the story, making
Rose a half-sister to Septimius and marrying her to Robert
Hagburn.

Hawthorne further attempts to erase any evil connec-

tions by having Aunt Keziah pronounce her ''no squaw,'' a girl
who would never make a witch.

And Sybil Dacey refuses to be

Rose's bridesmaid on the pretext that she would sta.in Rose
and the ceremony.
While Hawthorne paints her white again, redirecting
her affections to Robert, Septimius still finds her enchanting.

When thinking about Robert's love for Rose, Septimius

considers his own "inability'' (unwillingness?) to love while
despising

11

the passions, the affections," which are a part of

love (SF, p. 229).

And at the wedding reception he answers

her question about continuing to be his sister in words that
are confusing to her:
"A married woman is no sister{ nothing but
a married woman till she becomes a mother;
and then what shall I have to do with you?"
(SF, p. 311)
Unable to control his evil sexual feelings! Septimius leaves
Rose entirely.

He is drawn to Rose not as Kenyon to

Holgrave to Phoebe, but as Dimmesdale to Hester.

Hild~

or

But Hester

certainly does not qualify as a fair-ha.ired maiden, and her
love for Dimmesdale and his for her was not the essentia.l prob.,..
lem. The major problem developed because of secrecy.

Rose's

and Hester's love could have been salvation for Septimius a.nd
Arthur, but only if they would make changes as Holgrave does
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for Phoebe.

Rose, as her name implies, is the true flower

ingredient for his elixir.
ness.

With her he could have had happi-

But he does not choose her; he chooses the substitutes.
It seems probable that Hawthorne wanted a pure Hilda-

Phoebe and that he did not succeed.

And although for the

reader Rose remains that dull ''virgin-Mary" type, Hawthorne's
entire treatment of her shows her to be a mutant form rather
than the stereotype he generally depended on.
The four other characters remain more typical stereotypes of Hawthorne's fiction, serving functions for good or
evil; Sybil Dacey and Dr. Jabez Portsoaken personify evil
while Robert Hagburn and the minister personify good, the
two respective groups working for the damnation or salvation
of Septimius Felton.
Sybil Dacey serves the most important plot function of
the lesser characters.

She is the revengeful lover of the

young British soldier, Cyril Norton, whom Septimius kills,
She comes to Concord to destroy Septimius, tracing him, I
assume, from the package of Cyril's possessions Septimius sends
to Smithell Hall.

Once she arrives, she constantly makes

foreshadowing comments which seem strange, wild, and irrelevant to the other characters.

A good example of her fore-

shadowing comes when she first meets Septirnius:
''The soil is fit, 11 said the maiden, "but
the flower has not sprung up.\~
"What flower do you speak of?" asked Septimius.
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"One that is not here," said the pale
girl. "No matter, I will look for it
again next spri~g" .(SF_, p. 150).
Sybil remains as mysterious as the nonexistent flower
of which she speaks.

And her deception of Septi.mius, lea.ding

him to believe she cares for him, and her destruction of the
elixir give the book a twist with which to end and leaves a
real question in the minds of the reader;
woman told the truth after all?

Has the deceptive

In other words, wa.s the

elixir deadly or just deadly if taken in large amounts?
During the course of events Sybil is so often associated with flower-fungus that she nearly becomes its living
counterpart.

Near the end of the book, she speaks of herself

figuratively as exemplifying the

flower~

am a being that spr"Ung up, like this
flower, out of the grave; or at least
I took root in the grave, and growing
there entwined myself about your life
until you cannot possibly escape from
me" (SF , p • 318 ) •
11

I

Not only does Sybil function as a pleb-twister and
flower symbol, but she also exists as a personification of
Septimius• intellectual nature, encouraging his misconception
of life, particularly seen when they are fantasizing about
their centuries of immortality together; she encourages his
warped ideas (SF, pp. 293-304): "So in the next hundred years,
Sybil • • • me thinks I would fain be what men call wicked.''·
Sybil replies, "Good and I too••

(~~

pp. 300-301),

He does

not seem to recognize the weakness of his present situation,
but she knows his weaknesses all along.

And she leaves him
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to fend for himself when she dies; for through her he has
squelched what good may have been left in him, and her death
and the elixir's destruction leave him without a base to
operate from in the universe.

He becomes the totally isolat-

ed person, isolated by a portion of himself.
Besides serving as a part of Septimius' personality,
Sybil also functions as Rose's counterpart.

While Ros.e

remains a part of nature, vibrant and. glowing, Sybil lives
in unnatural mystery, wild and pale.
to Sybil as Rose was drawn to

him~

And Septimius is drawn

''.

never did I approach

you but there were reluctances, drawings back, and at the
same a strong impulse to come closest to you"

(SF, p. 319).

But she also has an intellectual value for him, because when
he decides to share the elixir with her, he decides on the
basis of her rightness for the positionf not out of love or
passion:
Septimius could not quite satisfy himself
whether Sybil Dacey shared in his belief of
the success of his experiment, and was confident, as he was, that he held in control
the means of unlimited life; neither was he
sure that she loved him,- . . . loved him well
enough to undertake with him the long march
that he propounded to her, making a union
an affair of so vastly more importance than
it is in the brief lifetime of other mortals.
But he determined to let her drink the invaluable draught along with him, • •
(SF,
p. 305).
.
'
She is Rose's Zenobia, and yet while she has both intellectual
and sexual attractions for Septimius, she lacks the voluptous7
ness typical of Zenobia or Miriam,

Rose holds the life-

giving vitality and attracts Septimius with her

~soft,

sweet
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lips."

But Sybil attracts mysteriously:
• • • her figure was of another character
from the vigorous though slight and elastic beauty of Rose; this was a drooping
grace and when he came near enough to see
her face, he saw that those large, dark,
melancholy eyes . . . had never met his
gaze before (SF, p. 148).

Again there is a small but interesting change in the typically
evil Hawthorne character.
A far less interesting character, though. he serves an
important function, is Robert Hagburn.

Robert, the goodr

country boy turned Patriot, goes off to war with the first
recruits, and when he returns to marry Rose, he has attained
the rank of an officer.

He has practical ideas about life

which he claims to have found

0

on the march, '·1 ideas reminis,...

cent of Robert Danforth in "The Artist of the Beautiful,"
but this Robert is never associated with super strength
hellish fire.

He states his philosophy simply for

or

Septimius~

Only catch real earnest hold of life, !do] not
play with it, and defer one part of it for
the sake of another, then each part of life
will do for us what was intended (SF, p. 276).,
Robert's goodness can be viewed as another personification of Septimius' personality, Sybil's opposite.

He follows

his right inclinations to join with his countrymen and fights
valiantly; he finds happiness in union with Rose.

He begs

Septimius to join the army, arguing its necessity nearly as
a conscience would (again this passage is_ considered exceptionally moving):
"Come be a soldier., Be a chaplin, since your
education lies tha.t wa,y-; and you will find nq-
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body in peace prays so well as we do, we
soldiers; and you shall not be debarred
from fighting, too; if war is holy, a
priest may lawfully do it, as well as pray
for it. Come with us, my old friend
Septimius, be my comrade, and, whether you
live or die, you will thank me for getting
you out of the yellow forlornness in which.
you go on, neither living nor dying'' {BF, p. 277).
Another good influence on Septimius is the local minister.

Although by making a scholar of the boy, the minister

has inadvertently isolated him and encouraged the Felton
nature, he means no harm, and once Septimius returns home,
he hovers as near as a guardian angel.

He appears at the

open grave of Cyril Norton and justifies the murder.

And,

then he also encourages Septimius to go to war:
"Go to wars and do a valiant part for your
country, and come back to your peaceful
mission when the enemy has vanished • • • •
You have already stretched one foe on your
native soil" {SF, pp. 142, 143).
The minister himself is a living example of the person
he wants Septimius to be.

He, too, must

h~ve

made choicesf

but he did not choose isolationism, he chose socializati.on;
He was a middle-aged man, . . . . the life-long
intimate acquaintance with many concerns· of
his people being more apparent in him than
the scholarship for which he had been early
distinguished (SF, p. 7 8) •
At their last meeting, the minister still hopes Septimius will
become a great preacher, knowing that even "the famous divine
• • • had had his seasons of wild infidelity in his youth"
(SF. p. 308).

But the hopes are never realized.

While Dr. Jabez Portsoaken, the seventh character,. has
very little contact with, or influence on Septimius, he cer-
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tainly qualifies as that sinister Chillingsworth..-.type 1 the.
Devil in very little disgui.se.

Altho~gh

he has no snake-like

movements or qualities, Hawthorne's substitute
ly less deadly--the poisonous spider.

s~ol

~s

hard-

From the moment Septi-

mius first sees him, Dr. Portsoaken is associated with spiders.
In Hawthorne's note he shows his plan to have the doctor seem
to be examining a spider and its web minutely.

But he is

also associated with all the other evil things· in the book:
he knows about the elixir and the flower-fungus, and he i.s
Sybil Dacey's uncle and a part of the scheme to destroy
Septimius.

The only evil association he somehow es.cp,pes i..s

that of the

Indian~

But perhaps his scientific experiments.

make up for his one deficiency.

One of Hawthorne's. most

memorable descriptions comes when Septimius first visits the
doctor's house:
In the first place, everything looked ve~y
dusty and dirty, so that evi.dently no woma,n
had ever been admitted into this sanctity of
a place; a fact made all the more evident by
the abundance of spiders, who had spun their
webs about the walls and ceiling in the wildest apparent confusion, though doubtless each.
individual spider knew the cordage which he
had lengthened out of his own miraculous
bowels. But it was really strange. They had
festooned their cordage on whatever was sta..tionary in the room, making a sort of gray,
dusky tapestry, that waved portentously in
the breeze, and flapped, heavy and dismal,
each with its spider in the center of his own
system. And what was most marvelous was a
spider over the doctor t· s head; a spider, I
think, of some South American breed, with
a circumference of its many legs as big,
unless I am misinformed, as a teacup, and
with a body in the midst as large as a
dollar; giving the spectator horrible qualms
as to what would be the consequence if this
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spider should be crushed, and, at the same
time, suggesting the poisonous danger of
suffering such a monster to live. The monster,
however, sat in the midst of the stalwart
cordage of his web, right over the doctor's head;
and he looked, with all those complicated lines,
like the symbol of a conjurer or crafty politician in the midst of the complexity of his
scheme; and Septimius wondered if he were not
the type of Doctor Portsoaken himself, who,
fat and bloated as the spider, seemed to be
the centre of some dark contrivance (SF, pp.
243, 244).
Hawthorne has created a spectrum of good and evil in
these seven characters.

What exactly constitutes good or evil

for Hawthorne may be debated, but the spectrum exists despite
any semantical disagreements.

Both Septimius and Aunt Keziah

begin as types of mankind, having both good and bad qualities
and inclinations.

Rose, Robert, and the minister are decided.,..

ly positive ciharacters as Sybil and Dr. Portsoaken are decidedly evil.

But Septimius is the only character to change, to

become more and more evil.

Thus Aunt Keziah stands, by the

end of the book, in the center with the others on either

side~

Aunt Keziah
Septimius

R.ose

Sybil

Robert

Dr. Portsoaken

Minister

In speaking of thi.s symmetrical pattern, one can hardly
ignore the implications the pattern has for theme.

Certainly

a part of the theme structure is man's confrontations with
moral choices, and that theme is hardly unworthy, for while
the reader of Septimius Felton watches one man make the wrong
choices, he can turn to The Scarlet Letter and watch another
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character make correct choices tI cannot help but mention at
this point the fact that a woman succeeds and a man fails.)
If this novel fails in other ways, at. least Hawthorne is
successful in the thematic pattern of these seven developed
characters.

I believe that these characters prove Hawthorne's

attempt at romance to be both interesting and valuable, and
not entirely an abortive effort.

The characterizations are

Hawthorne's, and they offer much more than ''relics and fragments"; they offer Hawthorne readers one more example of his
genius.
Septimius Felton has too long been mislabeled a '' fra,gment," a failure of Hawthorne's last years, for as one can
now see,. it exhibits both strength
and beauty despite its
.
lack of polish, despite its overabundance of symbols; it
remains a vi.able novel, the last novel of hi.s career.

Cer..-

tainly I hope people will read it.

But having read

students of Hawthorne can do more.

They can study it further<

look for more of its strengths, explicate

~ore

it~

of its beauty

and share that information until readers of Hawthorne not
only know it exists, but also know it to be not one of! hi.s
failure fragments but rather his final novel.

APPENDIX
Davidson explains Hawthorne's notes and his (Davidson•s)
sequencing of them in this statement from his book;
There are eleven manuscript items which pertain
to Septimius Felton. Of these, eight are pre.,..
liminary studies which Hawthorne jotted down on
any loose paper which was at hand. They are
reproduced [in his book] • • • "A" through ''H"
not necessarily in the order in which_ they were
written (since actual dates of composition are
impossible to de:termine) but in the sequence
which may closely approximate their chronology
and in the order which best illustrates Hawthorne's
craftsmanship from the hesitant steps to the final
writing. Following these eight studies is the.
one completed manuscript, labeled Draft 11• I," which
Hawthorne composed sometime in 1862. Then, dissatisfied with his tale as he had written it,
Hawthorne retraced his steps in a scenario "J, 11
a thorough summary of his narrative in fifteenclearly outlined scenes, with supplementary
notes and memoranda at the end. The last item
is another draft, "K," on which Hawthorne
labored valiantly until the early months of 1863
and which he then abandoned in its unfinished
state.l
Since the reader of this paper may not be familiar with these
preliminary studies, the scenario, or the drafts, I have
included brief summaries of each to aid in the reading of
this paper, particularly Chapter 2.

The breakdown of "Parts"

is Davidson's.
In reading these summaries, especially those of the

1 Davidson, Hawthorne's Last Phase, p, 75,
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notes, A through H, one must understand that often Hawthorne
scribbled several unrelated ideas on the same page, thus the
summaries may sound somewhat jumbled.
themselves are confusing.

Unfortunately the

note~

I have merely tried to condense

the major ideas from each study as they appear.
STUDY A
Part 1

Hawthorne discusses his own link to a man who
was said to have been immortal, a man whose
stoiy was told him by Thoreau. This man was
said to have lived in the house Hawthorne
occupied. He ''muses" on the kind of man who
would want to have and believe he could find
earthly immortality.

Part 2

Ignoring Part 1, this section seems part of a
story about a man, Septimius, who has lived
many years but not grown old. The only sign
of age he bears is a strange wrinkle in his
forehead.

Part 3

This is a second story of Septimius who is
isolating himself from the world, from a girl
named Alice, and from a brother named Jarius.
Both Jarius and Alice plead with Septimius
to remain with the world; he refuses.

Part 4

Septimius thinks over his choice and sees some
of the consequences of his choice, mostly the
pain of being alone.

STUDY B
Parts 1
& 2

Hawthorne approaches the story philosophically
again, deciding on paraphernalia for the story:
a haunted room, an old manuscript. The manuscript and stories of villages are both meant
to tell of a man in search of immortality who
discovers that such a quest is not a good one
and then decides to live a conventional life.

S'l'UDY C
Parts 1
& 2

Hawthorne creates the scene of Septimius~
fight with a young British officer. The
officer bequeaths Septimius the elixir recipe
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which has come from his eccentric old uncle.
This whole event is to cha~ge Septimius• life.
STUDY D
Parts 1
& 2

Septimius, a lover of life and the girl next
door, muses on immortality. He and the girl
watch as the British march through. An officer
steals a kiss from the girl. Septimius follows
the troops out of town and continues to watch
the action from a hill, meets the same officer,
and shoots him. Septimius receives the officer's
belongings, including immortality elixir recipe.
He achieves his immortality, remaining ageless
while his beloved grows old and decrepit. He
suffers by not being able to grow old with her
and share her life.

STUDY E
Part 1

Septimius, a clergyman, struggles against the
"'deviln in his biood. He is.drawn to the elixir
of immortality, his family inheritance.

Part 2

Many facts are jumbled together here; first is
the last scene where Septimius finds the elixir
of life to be poison. Then the inclusion of
the English inheritance is mixed with Sybil
and Aunt Keziah, who appear without introduction.
Dr. Portsoaken appears as claimant of the English
Estate, wanting to get papers from Septimius
and Sybil.
·

Part 3

Hawthorne explains Septimius' link to English
and Indian heritage by having an English heir
come to America and not only marry an Indian
but also become an Indian. The person die8,
but his heir is brought up a Puritan. One of
the Puritan off-spring becomes a minister.
Also the Smithell Hall legend is told. Both.
tales include Bloody Footprints. Here Rose is
an untainted half-sister; she and Septimius
have the same purely Puritan mother but dif-.
ferent fathers.

STUDY F
Parts 1
through
4

Septimius and an old man di,s:cus.s the good and
bad results of the elixir. The old man has
chosen not to drink; Septimius does not under'"'
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stand and continues concocting, which makes
him look very ill, ironic because he intends
to live forever. In drinking the potion,
Septimius will die, having done nothing to
benefit mankind. Hawthorne also mentions
the possibility of a second love for $e.ptimius,
probably Sybil, though she is unnamed here.•
STUDY G
Parts 1
&2

Discussing the burial of the young off'i.cer,
Hawthorne considers giving hi~ a· bodi.ly defect_
Septimius • ancestry is again traced from ••the
English universities • • • • to the wild forest
and into hell itself . 11 2 Septimius is a mixture
of fiend and Puritan.
Septimius affects the fate and fortune of an
English family in shooting the young officer.
Later he sees something that he buried with the
young man at Dr. Portsoaken's. Rose is a
teacher, somewhat refined. The quest for
immortality takes away the "glow and gush of
life" in man. Septimius believes that he will
live to enjoy the benefits of the Revolutionary
War for which his friends are fighting and
dying.

($TUDY H
Parts 1
through
4

Septimius creates his immortality elixir, loses
his first love by estrangement. He finds that
immortality does not make him a better person.
Time goes on and an old man visits Septimius •.
The old man hates him, knows his secrets, wants
revenge for the death of a nephew, the British
officer Septimius killed.
Septimius continues work on the elixir, retreats
from the world and his long--time friend. This
friend, an officer in the Army loves Septimius' ·
first girlfriend, courts her, and marries her
when Septimius gives her up for his elixir.
Hawthorne wants to show how innane the quest
has been and gives Septimius one last chance
to choose to live a mortal life at the christen-

2oavidson, p. 88.
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ing of his friends' baby. He separate? himself
from the congregation, goes home ''bringing the
old man with him. n3
·
·
SUMMARY OF DRAFT I, the only completed draft, is Davidson's,
pp. 91.,...92.
SCENARIO J
II

• this scenara was not a revision of the m1rra,tive.

It introduced no new characters nor did it crea,te any fresh
incident; it merely allowed Hawthorne to see (by outline form)
what parts of his previous draft had not matched design and
to decide what was important and should be expanded.

The only

real change was in the final acknowledgement that Rose Garfield
was Septimius' half-sister, not his fiancee."
Davidson does reprint the entire scenario. 4

DRAFT K

'The narrative in "K" is incomplete.

1

Following the ma,in

outlines of "I" with a few reflections of suggested revisions
in the Scenario

"J"

it carries the story of Septimius' search

for an elixir of life only through the ''Seventh Scene'• of the
scenario (here Septimius is just beginning his quest in earnest,
pulling away from Rose, being drawn to Sybil and encouraged by
Dr. Portsoaken).

Yet it is substantially the earlier draft

elaborated to an incredible degree; while no new scenes and no
fresh characters are added, it rewrites and overwrites the same
3 oavidson, p. 70.

4 oa,vidson, p. 105,
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incidents until the reader wonders if Hawthorne will ever be
able to move from one scene to another." 5
reprint or summarize this draft.

5oavidson, p. 113.

Davidson doe~. not
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